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All the news that's fit to print.
VOLUME XXXIV, NO. 21
Buckwheat
Cakes
with
ROYAL
Baking Powder
Are delicious and wholesome — a perfect
cold weather breakfast food.
Made in the morning; no yeast, no "set-
ting" over night; never sour, never cause in-
digestion.
To make a perfect buckwheat cake, and
a thousand other 4inty dishes, see the
"Royal Baker and Paistry Cook." Mailed
free to any address.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.
Bankrupt Discharged.
Mr. Joe. C. Anderson, of Hopkins-
villa, has been discharged from
bankruptch in federal court.
Mr. Rogers Recovers.
Mr. James F. Rogers, representa-
tive from Coristian county in the
Kentucky house of representatives,
recovered from an attack of the
pe, which for a while, threaten-
ed to prove serious.
Bob Brown's Burglar.
The residence of Mr. Robert Brewn
on 17th St., was entered Saturday
night by a thief, who broke open a
window. The burglar was evidently
. 
frightened away, 88 he took only a
articles.
Hayes-Brown.
Allike Hayes and Miss Florence
Brown, of Hopkinsville. were mar-
ried at Gill's stable this morning by
'Squire B. J. Corban, and left for
, home rejoicing after the ceremony.—
Clarksville Times-Journal.
Committed Suicide.
Pass Hightower, a respected farm-
er, residing seven miles south of
Elkton, was found dead, swinging
from a rafter in his barn and a trace
chain about his neck. He had been
in ill health for some time and fear-
ed approaching insanity.
An Egg Farm.
P. P. Huffman has bought forty
res of fine land in South Christian
d will establish an egg farm on a
arge scale. He has already bought
600 hens and will increase his laying
stock to 1,000or more. Mr. Huff man's
object is not to raise poultry, but to
supply fresh eggs for the markets.
Taken to Asylum.
T. A. Robinson, a farmer living
near Bowling Green was adjudged a
lunatic Monday and brought to the
insane asylum. He had two uncles
who were supposedly insane, one
having committed suicide in War-
ren county and the other in Mis-
souri.
6 New Business Block.
'Messrs. George and Monroe Dal-
have purchased from Judgc Polk
Shanklin Marble Works. The con-
sideration was $2,000. Mr. Shanklin
will continue his business there for
$be present. The Messrs. Dalton ex-
pect during the present year to erect
a modern business and office build-
ing on the site.
Case Begins.
The $60,000 suit of the John D. El-
liott estate against the Providence
Savings and Life Assurance society
of New York went on trial in circuit
spurt at Owensboro Monday. Every
Point in the case is being contested.
It is attracting no little attention on
account of the nature of the suit.
There were two policies of $26,000
each in the Louisville office when
John D. Elliott died, more 'than a
yOir ago. The company refused to
deliver them.
Bickers' Shoe Store
Will be open in a week or so. $1 to
$1.50 saved by waiting to get the
latest in styles. No shelf-worn shoes
to select from. Just opening an ex-
clusive shoe store in Phoenix hotel
building. The Paradise for Shop-
pers.
Mr. Sweets' Work.
Concerning the call extended by
the Ninth Street Presbyterian church
of this city to the Rev. Henry R.
Sweets of Louisville, the Times
eve:
The Rev. Mr. Sweets is one of the
most poe ular young pastors in the
city. He came to this city about
seven years ago from Elizabethtown,
his home, to the James Lees Me-
morial church, on Frankfort ave-
nue. This was his first charge. He
ham built up the church into a large
and working congregation and his
ministry includes a lot of practical
wtlrk for the upbuilding of the peo-
ple of his section of the city. He
has established a library and baths
in connection with the church and
mrlch good has resulted. He is very
mach devoted to his work in this
city and his people are devoted to
He is now at Somerset, Ky.,
coeducting special services and will
no$ return till Friday. Those associ-
ated with him in the work here say
he has refused other calls, and it is
not likely that he will accept this.
Bickers' Shoe Store.
Will be opened soon showing the
swellest, up-to-date, prettiest shoes
that ever were in Hopkinsville, pop-
ular prices $2.60 and $3.60. Don't
buy before you see them, will save
Jansler the property on Virginia and you from $1 to $1.50 on every pair for
-,eventh streets now occupied by the ladies and gents. m,t,f,s
p.
BEST OF StASON
WAS LOOSE SALE.
One Hundred Thousand Pounds of Loose
Tobacco Offered, Prices Being Satisfac-
tory.--Regie Buyers Purchase
2,000,000 Pounds
The largest loose tobacco sale held
so far this season was on Tuesday
at the warehouse of R. M. Wool-
dridge & Cu. About 100,000 pounds
were offered and the prices obtained
were generally satisfactory.
The regle buyers report purohebses
of nearly two million pounds of to-
bacco in this county. The crop this
year is estimated at about two
million pounds more than last year,
although the grade is not so good.
The prices paid have been thus far
ranging from $2 to $4 per hundred
for lugs and from $6.50 to $7,00 for
leaf. Trash is the same price always
ranging from $1.00 to $1.50. On ac-
count of the continued unseasonable
weather very little of the tobacco
already bought has been delrvered,
and every time a season is promised
the conditions are eagerly watched
by both the buyers and farmers.
Just as soon as the tobacco will
come in order and can be handled
satisfactorly the work of delivering
will begin and the market will open.
NEW BOOK BILL
SENATOR CAMPBELL IN-
TRODUCES AMENDMENT.
Provides For State Board.—
Wants to Break Up the
Monopoly.
Senator J. Wheeler Campbell, of
Paducah, has reopened the school
text book matter, by the introduc-
tion into the senate of a new bill.
It was read the first time' , and he
asked that he be given special pref-
erence in printing that it may be
considered before the close of the
session.
The measure proposes to amend
the law just passed by eliminating
from it the county school book com-
missioners and placing the selection
of the books to be usod and the
awarding of the state contract in a
state body or board he provides,
shall be composed of the attorney
general, the secretary of the state,
the superintendent of public instruc-
tion, the president of the A. and M.
college and the president of the Ken-
tucky University. The two last
named members are to be subject to
removal by the governor for cause,
and iu event of removal the Chief
Executive is to fill the vacancies by
the appointment of other persons.
The bill in its other sections fol-
lows the new law adopted.
It raises the maximum price of
first readers about two cents over the
new law, and lowers about three
cents the maximum price of fourth
readers.
Discussing his bill, Senator Camp-
bell said: "I find dissatisfaction all
over the state with the provisions of
the present law as passed by this
general assemply, and I think it
should be amended to give the state
or central body the receiving of bids
and awarding of contracts. I find
that under the county commission
adoption system that one company
will have a monoply. I understand
that there can be no competition
made by other companies, under the
new law, and that they will not bid."
-", —
A RUSSIAN STATESMAN.
M. de Plehve, Russia's minister of
the interior, Is the most unpopular man
in his country. He has an iron will, Is
DZ PLZHVZ.
a strong anti-Semite and was accused
of having inspired the massacre of
Jews at Kishineff.
COL BAXTER IS DEAD
Col. Jere Baxter, one of the most
prominent and progressive citizens
of rennessee, and well known
throcighout this region on account of
his connection with the Tennessee
Central railroad, died Monday at St.
Thomas' hospital in Nashville of
uraemic poison, caused by kidney
disease. He was fifty-four years of
age and a self-made man.
Col. Baxter had many acquain-
tances and friends in Hopkineville
and the news of his death has been
received here with general regret.
He was one of Tennessee's best
known sons and played a conspisioua
part in its military, material add po-
litical annals. He was the youngest
man that ever occupied the presi-
dency of the Memphis and Charles-
ton railroad, and most of his ener-
gies were directed to the advance-
ment of the material and commercial
welfare of his native city. Col. Bait-
ter represented Davidson county in
thf senate of the last legislature.
He was the originator and first
president of the Tennessee Central
railroad, and retired from the presi-
dency about eight months ago, upon
the completion of the enterprise.
He was a brother of Ed Baxter,
special counsel of the Associated
Railways of the South, and of Nat
Baxter, former president of the Ten-
nessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Co.
Bickers' Shoe Store
Pretty shoes are coming in every
day from Boston, New YorK, Cin-
cinnati, Chicago, and these styles
are right. Don't buy until you see
this up-to-date footware. No old
stock to select from, no shelf-worn
shoes, new store, new shoes, just out
of factory.
PARTLY PARALYZED
Mr. R. T. McDaniel was partially
paralyzed Monday at his home on
South Main street. He has been
suffering for months,and at times in-
tensely, from sciatic rheumatism.
The paralysis involves his body from
his waist down. Whether the pa-
raysis will be permanent cannot be
known yet. His many friends sin-
cerely hope his affliction will be only
temporary.
•
DOUGLAS BELL -
IS APPOINTED
Named by Judge Cook as Master Commis-
sioner to Succeed Frank Rives Who
Resigns.
--$25,000 Suit Has
Been Started.
A BRAINY JAPANESE. (From Tuesday's Daily.)
Baron Komura, Japan's shrewd min-
liter of foreign affairs, is a graduate
BARON JUTAZO ICOIRJR.L.
Of Harvard, a lawyer and an experienc-
ed diplomat. A few years ago be was
Japanese minister to the United States.
Votes Saloons Out.
A telephone message from Adair-
ville, says that In the election there
on the liquor question, saloons were
voted out by 96 against and 49 for
their continuance.
Mr. Frank Rives handed in his res-
ignation as master commissioner to
Judge Cook this morning which was
accepted. The court then appointed
Judge Douglas Bell to succeed !an
Rives as master commissioner for
Christian county.
The appointment will meet with
general approval. Judge Bell is in
every way well fitted to bold the po-
sition and properly discharge the du-
ties. His legal training and excep-
tional business ability give him spe-
cial qualifications. He is one of the
most popular men in the county and
a stanch Democrat.
The suit of A. E. Goldworthy
against former Sheriff J. J. Barnes,
his deputy Chas. Barnes, and his
surety, the Fidelity Casualty com-
pany, for $25,000 damages, was called
in circuit court yesterday and trial
begun. The plaintiff alleges that he
was illegally arrested on the morn-
ing of the murder of Deputy Sheriff
RObt. H. Coffey at Empire in 1901 by
Chas, Barnes, who was at that time
acting as deputy for his father. The
jury is made up as follows: J. M.
Adams, R. M. Anderson,E. L. Boyd,
George Bowles, Howard Brame, J.
B. Dade, B. C. Foster, H. L. Marton,
C. F. Jackson, N. Buckner, (1. M.
West, J. J. Bowen.
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At Cost 
and Below
Large Line of
CHASE'S PATTERN
PLUSH LAP ROBES
That must be closed out this month. We
can save you from 25 to 30 per cent ; some
beantiful patterns. Also line of
DUCK AND
LEATHER LEGG I NS
At Cost
and Below Cost! 
To close out this month. Here's an oppor-
tunity to make some money if you need any
thing in these lines. We have full line of
Horse Blankets,
Storm Covers, Etc., Etc.
That-we will put in
this sale at 15 per Ct. Reduction. 
Come and see what you can:save.
Fi A, YOST & COI
207, S. Main Street.
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Ayers
—
We know what all good doc-
tors think of Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral. Ask your own doc-
tor and find out. He will tell
1. Cherry
Pectoral
you how it quiets the tickling
throat, heals the inflamed
lungs, and controls the
hardest of coughs.
! Ayer's Cherry Pectoral is well known in
Our family. We think it is the belt medicinein the world for conghs and tolds.'
KATI B l'Eutitsoll, Petaluma, Cal.
SISc., f1.00. ; •J. C. 4yEIt.co.,
All drugvists. f or i,o‘se 1, mass.
Hard Coughs
One of Ayer's Pills at bedtime will
hasten recovery. cently laxative.
CALLED TO REWARD
mosneowswom 4 SaillaniSZ
MRS. MARIA J. WALKER
PASSES AWAY.
(From Saturday's Daily)
After an illness of brief duration,
Mrs. Maria J.Walker, a noble Chris-
tian lady and widow of the late Rev.
W. B. Walker, a prominent Baptist
minister, passed peacefully away last
night at 11:20 o'clock at her residence
on South Virginia street. Ills inci-
dent to her advancedt years caused
her death. She was born in Henry
county, Virginia, on :December 16,
1821, her maiden name being Maria
J. Payne. She was nharried to the
Rev. W. B. Walker in Pontotoc,
Miss., October 14, 1841. She came to
Kentucky with her husband and re-
sided first at Paducah where Dr.
Walker had charge of is church. La_
ter he went to Louisville where he
was engaged in the publishing busi-
ness, and came to 015ristian county
in 1859 to assume the pastorate of the
""Locust Grove sad South Union Bap-
tist churches, at that time among the
largest and most influential churches
in this region.
Dr. Walker was pastor of the Lo-
cust Grove Baptist cburch twenty-
six years. He died .1twelve years
ago. Mrs. Walker greatly aided her
husband in his work, and made a
wide circle of devoted friends who
are deeply grieved at her death. Her
life was one crowded with good
deeds, for she put in practice the di-
vine injunction to love her neighbor
as herself. Warm hearted, sympa-
thetic and generous, her memory
will be cherished by all who knew
her. Three daughters and one son
survive her.
51mpl3 funeral services will be
held Sunday afternoon at 1 :30 o'clock
at the late residence, conducted, in
the absence of her pashor, Dr. Nash,
by the Rev. Dr. E. L. 'Southgate of
the Methodist church, assisted by
other local pastors. Mrs. Walker
was brought up in the Methodist
church, afterwards uniting with the
Baptist church with ber husband.
The remains will be laid to rest in
Hopewell cemetery.
Mrs. Johnson'si Death.
Mrs. A. B. Johns* of Crofton,
died last night of cerebral effusion
after an illness of several weeks.
She was about twenty-live years of
age and leaves a husband and three
children. She was formerly Miss
Renshaw. Funeral services were
held this afternoon and the remains
were interred in the Clark burying
ground,.
After Long Illness.
Frank Peckston, better known as
"Peck," died Last Monday night at
the home os John Y. Gray, Sr., three
miles west of this place, after a pro-
tracted illness of several weeks of a
complication of disease. He was 69
years old and was born in England.
He came to the UnitelStates when
about 17 years old. Ha was a cook
by profession. So far ea is known,
he had no relatives. The interment
took place at . the Gray burying
ground between this city and Hop-
kinsville.—Fairview Review.
COREAN ARMY
JOINS JAPANESE.
Will Fight Against Russia.--The Port o
Wiju Is Opened.
RiroecJ roJscte
Railroads utit
THE KOREAN EMPEROR, OVER WHOSE COUNTRY JAPAN
AND RUSSIA ARE AT ODDS.
Yi Hiung is 51 years of age. He became king of Korea in 186k and was proclaimed
emperor in 1897. His most notable achievement was 'his success in winning an American
wife. The map shows some of the Korean, Japanese and Chino-Russian ports near which
most of the fighting is likely to occur.
SEOUL, Feb. 27.--(Cablegram.)—The Crean government has decid( d
to order the Corean troops to join the Japanese in the field.
The port of Wiju was opened to foreign trade last night.
The limitations to be placed on trade and other incidental matters will
be passed on later. This action necessitates a harbor, so Yongampho has
been decided upon.
VERDICT OF GUILTY IS BROUGHT IN
BY JURY IN POSTAL HIES TRIAL.
August W. Machen, George E. Lorenz, Samuel A. Croff
and Diller B. Groff, the Defendants In Case
Which Has Become Famous.
A. W. MACHEN, FORMER HEAD OF POSTAL FREE DELIVERY
SYSTEM.
Augustus W. Machen, former head of the postal free delivery system of the United
States, who was first suspended pending investigation of the affairs of his office and then
arrested, &glares that his skirts are clean and that he will be able to disprove the ROC 118,1-
'
tionis of lie enemies who say that corruption has been rampant in Mr. Maohen's depart-
meat. Mr. Machen was 32 years old whi.0 he was appointed, in 1892, by Yvesident Cleve-
land to the position which he held continuously until his recent stuipensivn.
(Special to New Era)
WASHINGTON, Feb. 27.-"Guilty
as indicted" was the verdict an-
nounced by Carl Peterson, the fore-
man of the jury in the now famous
postoffice -conspiracy trial, shortly
after 8 o'clock last night, stating at
the same time that this was the ver-
dict as to all four defendants, Au-
gust W. Machen, late general super-
intendent of the rural free delivery
division; George E. Lorenz, of Tole-
do, 0., and Samuel A. and Diller B.
Groff, of this city.
The jury had been out nine hours,
although the verdict was reached in
eight hours and twenty-five minutes.
Machen after the verdict had noth-
ing to say, and seemed utterly
crushed.
Bail was furnished for each of the
four convicted men, the sureties be-
ing the same as on the bonds for the
amounts fixed pryor to conviction,
and the defendants were released
from custody.
CONFLAGRATION
IN ROCHESTER
ROCHESTER, N. Y., Feb. 26.—(Special.)—A big fire
the heart of the city and spread rapidly. It was feared at first that the
conflagration could not be controlled and the fire department borrowed en-
gines from all the neighboring towns and from Syracuse and Buffalo. By
noon the flames were brought under control, but the damage is estimated
to be between $7,00.),000 and $8,000,000. The fire started in the store of the
Rochester Dry Goods Co. No tatalities occurred.
• ;,`ii 4,;47
The Keystone
of Cood Health
is pure food.
Lion Coffee
is an coffee --no glazing of
eggs or glue to conceal de-
fects and cheapen its quality.
Fresh and uniform, rich
in flavor, because always in
sealed packages — never in
bulk.
\I
WHEAT BREEDING
TRIED AT STATE EXPERI-
MENT STATION.
May, It Is Thought, Develop
Seed Wheat That Will Not
Degenerate.
Mr. J. N. Harper, of the Kentucky
experiment station, is engaged in an
experiment which, if it proves a suc-
cess, will be of the greatest value to
the whole Unit'-d States, and of es-
pecial value in Kentucky, says the
Lexington Herald. Mr. Harper is
using in the raising of wheat the
principle that is applied in breeding
and improving horses and cattle, and
talks interestingly of his experiment.
"The successful cattle breeder,"
said Mr. Harper, "selects his indi-
viduals with the greatest care, taking
•
into consideration many points.
From those produced he again selects
with equal care the best individuals,
mating them, Etna so on ad infinitum,
producing with each generation a
better individual, until the perfect
animal is the result. The same rule
applies in breeding of horses, sheep
and hogs, and it is this rule that I
am endeavoring to apply in the
growing of wheat.
"After the most careful chemical
analysis and examination under the
microscope I have discovered the
best variety of wheat and the variety
richest in protein. I have also ex
&mined the wheat under the micro-
scope, and photographed cross sec-
tions of the grain,
"I will select the individual grains
and plant thew. Next year I will
select from the grains produced the
finest specimens, and on the follow-
ing year will plant them. In this
way I hope after several years to
produce a very:fine quality of wheat
"I also hopejto produce a grade of
wheat which: will not degenerate.
We get our,[supply of seed wheat
from the Western states. In a few
years it degenerates and we are corn
pelled to procure:a new stock. I hope
to produce not only a splendid quali-
ty of wheat, but one that will not de-
generate and which under pioper
care will constantly improve."
The experiment is in its intancy,
and several years will be required to
determine what its value will be.
Other experiments have been made
with wheat, butiwith methods differ-
ent from that;which Mr. Hari er is
following. Should the effort prove
all that is hoped for it, it will be of
the greatest value to the agricultural
world.
"_••
CHANCES NTH
, Bilious?
Dizzy? Headache?_ Pain
FOR MEASURE IN INER- 
IGiveenrtlly laxUasteiveA;yaelirv'
back of your eyes? It's your
Want your moustache or beard
segePtailbllse.
EST OF CROWERS. Sold for 60 years. f;p7;ltz
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Bill Likely to Become Law.--- 1
Mr. Flack Before Com-
mittee.
A Washington despatch to the
Louisville Post says:
Free trade in leaf tobacco will
probably be given to growers by this
session of congress. At the hearing
before the Ways and Means com-
mittee this morning Commissioner
of Internal Revenue Yerkes gave
his approval to so much of the
Gaines bill as relates strictly to leaf
tobacco. The Stanley bill, which
does not go into the question of stem-
ming or twisting was taken up, and
Mr.Yerkes will give the committee a
written opinion on it within a few
days. E. M. Flack of Hopkinsville,
and Joseph E. Washington of Rob-
ertson county, Tenn., also addressed
the committee. Representatives
smith, Stanley, James, Rhea, Hop-
kins.and Gilbert, of Kentucky, were
present and Representative Gaines
of Tennessee. The objection of Mr.
Yerkes to the provision granting
growers the right to stem and twist
tobacco for sale without tax was
based on the ground that it would
open up a way for great frauds on
the internal revenue department.
Ile did not think the exemption of
all natural leaf tobacco from the tax
of 6 dents a pound would materially
affect the revenue. Mr. Washington
said that, while the growers would
like the privilege of home manufac-
ture of crude forms for consumption,
he was sure that great relief would
be given by the granting of free trade
for the leaf. Mr. Dalzeli and other
members of the committee were im-
pressed favorably, and it now ap
pears that the success of a bill which
will probably be drafted by the com-
mittee is certaLt.
A special to the Louisville Times
says:
E. M. Flack, of Hopkinsville, Ky.,
and ex-Representative Washington
representing the Robertson county,
Tennessee, Tobacco Growers associa-
tion, told the committee that there
was great distress in the "black" to-
bacco belt of Kentucky, where one
million pounds of tobacco were pro-
duced annually. From 80 to 85 per
cent of the tobacco is exported, it
was stated, but there seemed to be a
combination among the forelgu buy-
ers which kept tbe price very low.
If the internal revenue tax was re-
moved it would develop a domestic
market for this tobacco, it ;vas be-
lieved.
At a hearing today before the
House Ways and Means committee
Internal Revenue Corn missioue r
Yerkes said he saw no reason why
relief should not be extientFd to the
tobacco growers of the Sou' h by re-
moving the tax of six cents a pound
on leaf tobacco. This wou:d allow
the grower to sell his products to a
merchant or any one else, although
Mr. Yerkes said that if this tobacco
should be sold to a manufacturer,
the tax should be charged. This
proposition is contained in a pending
bill, introduced by Representative
Gaines, of Tennessee.
SENATE PASSES
ASYLUM BILL.
Hopliinsville Institution Gets $75,000.--
Charges to Be Investigated.--FranK-
tort Matters.
a beautiful brown or rich black? Use
BUCKINGHAM'S DYE
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BOLD BURGLARY
MR. McDANIEL'S RESI-
DENCE IS ROBBED
•
4
Thief. Escaped With the-,_.
Booty.—A Meat House r
Entered.
,L
(From Saturday's Daily)
A daring robbery was perpetrated
on South Main street last night
shortly after dark, the residence of
Mr. R. T. McDaniel being entered
and several articles of jewelry and a
smallamount of money were secured.°
The thief entered the rootn-of Mr.
and Mrs. A. M. Cooper throng& tlIc
side window and going to the dresser
took a jewel box containing the jew-
elry and an envelope containing two
dollars in money and made his escape.
The family were sitting around the
large stove in the hall and knew
nothing of the robbery until sonleone
noticed the draft from the window
which the thief bad left open. In
leaving the premises the robber
dropped a cameo and diamong ring
and also discarded the jewel box.
The police were notified at once but
no clue has yet been found.
The meat house of Bad Parker,who
lives about two miles from town on
the Russellville road, was broken in
to last night and several fine pieces
of meat were secured. The thief left
no clue.
New Contracts Let.
A contract has been let to Forbes
Manufacturing Co., by W. L. Hop
per, administrator of the Ho
estate, to remodel the Hopper build-
ing, corner Sixth and Main streets.
Jas. L. Long is architect. The con-
tract calls for making three double
offices on the Sixth street side with
entrance both on Main and Sixth.
All the offices will be wainscoated
with oak. The entrance to the hall
will have new storm doors, to front
vestibule, new stairway and tile
floors. The improvements will cost
$2,000 or $3,000.
A contract has been let to the Ben-
ton Contracting Co. for the addition
of a $800 colonial porch for Prof. Ct
H. Dietrich with balcony from sec-
ond floor. It will have large columns
and pedestals with balustrade, etc.
Jas. L. Long is the architect and
superintendent of the work.
Mr. John Bryan has let a contract
to the Benton Contracting Co. for a
$1,500 residence on South Virginia
street.
Bouquet For Stanley.
The people of the Second congres-
sional district have in the person of
the Hon. A. 0. Stanley a representa-
tive of whom they should be indeed
proud. His efforts to secure legisla-
tion in behalf of the sorely oppressed
tobacco growers, in the face of the
most stubborn opposition, is deserv-
ing of the heartiest applause. With
that untiring devotion to duty which
has characterized his every under-
taking, and crowned them with suc-
cess, he has gone to work to bring
relief to this important class, and
there will be no cessation of work
until the task is well finished. In
these trying times it is most fortunate
FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. 26.—(Special).—Thc house bill, introduced that we have a representative whose
by Representative Lawrence, of Trigg, appropriating $76,000 for enlarging rare accomplishments command the
the Western Kentucky Asylum for the Insane near Hopkinsville, was
raged today in passed by the senate today.
The senate ordered an investigation of the charge that an attempt had
been made to secure money from whisky and tobacco interests to kill ad-
verse legislation.
The house passed the bill, agreed on by the several schools of doctors
regulating therapeutic praetice.
rhe bill creating the oounty of Thorne passed by a vote of 26 to 8.
attention of his colleagues; who can
hold his own in debate with any,
member of the house, and who hats\
the courage to battle with es ;',747.ak
to the rights of the people. His re-
nomination without opposition will
be a compliment richly deserved
Pembroke Journal.
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small evils may accom-
plish. In the Teester valley of the
Himalayas he found a small leech, no
thicker than a knitting needle. But,
though very small, this little leech was
a pest. As an enemy of man and
beast it was reaching forth for its ani-
mal victims from every twig and leaf
and blade of grass. No sooner would
it touch your flesh than it drove in its
little lance and began sucking out the
lifeblood. That little leech, though
small, had literally depopulated that
valley of every beast. and bird and rep-
tile. The huge elephantine monsters
and the striped and furred tigers, as
well as the small rabbitaand the grace-
ful fawns, had fled before its attacks.
So in church work, the little frictions,
the little bitternesses, the little "fault
findings," like the fatal leeches of the
Teester valley, can destroy the spiri-
tual life of any church. • Christian
friends, as with Christ when he took
his Samaritan journey, pray hard, sac-
rifice, plead, apologize, overlook fan-
cied insult, do anything and everything
In your church family that is honora-
ble rather than have one pew un-
Christianly find fault with another
pew. A forgiving layman bowing at
the mercy seat is just as essential for
church harmony as a forgiving minis-
ter breaking the bread and pouring out
the wine at the table of the holy com-
munion.
The Shortest Way Best.
Lastly I think Christ took this
Samaritan journey to prove that the
shortest way in life's work is generally
the best way. This is not absolutely
an invariable rule, but it holds good
In nearly every ease. The country
of Samaria lay directly between Jeru-
salem and Galilee. It was as much
between these two regions as the
states of Indiana and Ohio lie in the
direct line between New York and
Chicago. But because the Jew hated
the Samaritan he would not go through
the Samaritan land. Therefore he
made a big detour. In one sense he
made as big a detour as the traveler
coming from New ,York to Chicago
would make if he went by the way of
Louisville, Ky., instead of by the way
of Buffalo or Pittsburg. Christ in
journeying to Galilee simply took the
straight path. He went as a bird
would fly overland. He went to Gal-
ilee through Samaria.
The straight path is nearly always
the right path. When that young
Irian comes into your store and asks
'For aposition, if you have pot any
vacant place for him tell him so. Do
not say to yourself, "Now I do not
want to hurt that young man's feel-
ings, therefore I will tell him to come
back. next week or next month." By
such an answer you are doing an injus-
tice to the young man, and you are
doing an injustice to yourself. The
shortest way out of a difficulty is gen-
erally the right way. Even for a sur-
geon it is never a pleasant act to drive
a knife into the quivering flesh to cut
out the virulent cancer. Neither is it
always a pleasant task to tell a person
of his faults. But when that young
girl who is doing wrong comes to you
for advice tell her the truth. Warn
her as you would like some one to warn
your morally endangered child. The
direct way out of a difficulty is %gen-
erally the right way. So, my brother,
when you yourself have done wrong—
wrong to your fellow men and wrong
to God—be a Christian man and
straighten out the wrong and make
restitution for your moral deficiencies.
Confess your sins to God. The short-
est way out of a difficulty is generally
;the right way—the Christian way.
Therefore, 0 man, 0 woman, will you
not today at the Samaritan well seek
Christ and ask his pardon for your
sins? Will you not do as did the so-
cial outcast who at the Samaritan well
found there her Saviour many cen-
turies ago?
A Christly Refuge.
The word "Samaria" as a Christly
refuge in all probability will always
mean more to me than to any one else
gathered today within these,walls. On
the afternoon of Oct. 26, 1894, with a
brother minister, G. B. Trout by name,
I was resting among the Palestine
hills. Our dragoman had left us some
two hours before to hunt up a saddle-
bag which had fallen from my horse.
While there, alone and unarmed, we
were attacked by the eastern bandits.
We were attacked in almost the iden-
tical place where, three weeks before,
two English travelers had been slain.
We were driven back and back to the
edge of the precipice. I saw the club
raised to strike down ray companion
and knew that my turn was to come
next, when succor and rescue suddenly
came to hand. That night was dark
when we ended our journey in Sa-
maria, but, oh, in the darkness what
joy and peace came to us both when,
by the Samaritan well, we knew that
we at last had safety! As we found
physical refuge in Samaria on that
October night so may you find spiritual
safety. 0 man, 0 woman, for you,
too, Christ "must needs go through
Samaria!" Not for that degraded
woman alone was that journey taken.
The revelation of himself that he made
by that well is an eloquent invitation
to all in every age to come to him for
the "water of life." Are you weary with
the troubles of the way? Are you
athirst for the water that will satisfy
the longings of your soul? Are you
fearful of the grave and the judgment
of God? Come to the well and hear
him say that to all who come he will
give "living water," whereof if a man
drink he shall never die.
[Copyright, 1904, by Louis Klopsch,j
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less limb of the Bengali and w
stunted stature of the Eskimo and
with the herculean form of the Saxon
and the gigantic Slav are all brothers.
The Jew has no right to hate the Sa-
maritan; neither has the Samaritan a
right to hate the Jew."
But, though the Samaritan 
shouldr hive the Jew and the Jew love t e Sa-lly Rev. 
martian, just study how the old racial
DE WITT TALMAGE, DAL. prejudices against the IIebrew race,
Park Presby- as a venomous serpent With its slimyChicago coils, has come wriggling down through
the ages. Why is that finely dressed
ail courteous gentleman refused ad-
mittance into sonit of the leading hotels
of Saratoga and New York? He is a
Jew. Why was Alfred Dreyfus sent
to Devil's island to be more inhumanly
treated than any government would
allow any man to treat a dumb brute?
He was a Jew. Why the clannishness
of the ghetto? Because the gentile by
sneers and scoffs refuses to associate
with the Jew; therefore the Jew finds
most of his associations with the Jew.
Why the public ridicule against a class
of men who are the greatest financiers
and masters of barter and gain of the
world? Because for centuries the Jew
had no way of making a living except
through barter and gain and as a
money lender._ He could not hold land,
!Or the princes and the people would
rob him of his land. He could not go
into statecraft or into the army,, be-
cause there he was not allowed to go.
Though social recognieon in certain
regions is now accorded to the Hebrew
race, as the British house of lords has
been opened to them, yet even today a
strong barrier to social preferment is
the fact of a man belonging to that
race, a representative of which Shake-
speare immortalized in Shylock, the
cruel and remorseless creditor. •
Obliterate Social Prejudice.
I contend that racial prejudice is op-
posed to the spirit of Christ and Chris-
tianity, and I base my belief, first, on
this journey that our Lord took through
Samaria; secondly, on account of the
lesson which Christ taught in the para-
ble of the "good Samaritan,' which he
spake unto the shrewd lawyer who was
trying to entrap him by a series of
catch questions; thirdly, I plead for
this obliteration of social prejudice be-
cause the Jew is not only as honest as
the gentile, but- mentally, morally and
physically is in every way his equal, if
not his superior. Equal in honesty;
Benjamin F. Butler a few years before
his death gave this testimony: "For
forty years, save one, I have been con-
versant with the criminal courts of
Massachusetts, and I have never yet
had a Hebrew client. Thinking this
matter over as I was coming home, I
met the learned judge of one of the
highest courts, and he bore witness
with me to the same effect. He, nei-
ther at the bar nor on the bench, had
ever seen a Hebrew arraigned for
crime." Governor Vance of North Car-
olina when In office pardoned a Jew
because he was the first Hebrew who
had ever been arraigned and convicted
for crime in all the history of the
state. Where there was one North Car-
olina Hebrew thief there had been ten
thousand gentile criminals. Am I not
right in saying that the Hebrew is as
honest as the gentile?
Jew and Gentile Equal.
Equal is the Jew to the gentile in
the sweetness and purity of his do-
mestic life. Not only are they faithful
as a race as husbands and wives, but
they are also irreproachable in their
relations as parents and children. You
never hear a Hebrew girl insulting
her mother. You never see a Hebrew
son sitting in the presence of an old
father when that father has to stand.
Filial duty is always practiced in the
Hebrew home. The Hebrew fireside
Is as pure and noble as any gentile
fireside.
Equal is the Jew to the gentile in
reference to brains and philanthropy,
as well as purity and honesty. Who
were Meyerbeer and landelssohn,
among the greatest of composers? Jews.
Who were Benedict Spinoza and Baron
Rothschild? Jews. Who was the might-
iest opponent of William E. Gladstone
and the favorite prime minister of all
the Victorian era? Benjamin Disraeli,
a Jew. Who was Judah P. Benjamin,
whom the great senator of Missouri,
George Vest, declared was the best
mentally equipped man he ever knew
In public life and who after the civil
war became the leader of the London
bar? A Jew. He was, like 'sir George
Jesse] and Moses Montefiore and Baron
Hirsch, a Jew. Oh, my friends, on
account of the gospel teachings, on ac-
count of the honesty and purity of the
Jew, let us try to break down the clan-
nishness of the ghetto. Let us try to
do this not by social prejudice, but by
learning to welcome the Jew into our
homes as we would be willing to wel-
come an Italian, a Frenchman, an
Englishman, a Scotchman, a Russian
or a Swede. Let us break down the
clannishness of the ghetto by going
forth with brotherly love to greet the
Jew as Christ the Hebrew went to
visit the Samaritans.
Why Jesus Revealed Himself.
A second reason, I think, why Christ
must needs go through Samaria was
that he wished to reprove a social
prejudice. He held converse on that
journey with a notorious female out-
cast. She was not a "respectable" sin-
ner. By that I mean she was not one
of those able to travel forbidden paths
and yet cover up her sinful tracks so
that the world's prying eyes did not
see them. She was not a hypocrite,
living two separate lives — one life
which made her outward reputation
good and another life which showed her
Inner character to be bad. She did not
sin in secret. She sinned openly. She
was like the far famed Catherine of
Russia, she was like. ex-Queen Isabella
of Spain, she was as vicious ns Cleo-
patra of Alexandria, whose poisonous
blood °eight to have choked to death
the fatal asp which she ewe hugged
igainst her white skin. le was one
who not only openly Sin' but boast-
 •
Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 28.—In this
sermon the preachea makes a strong
appeal against the evils ,of race and
social prejudice:Ind in favor of candid
and friendly dealings with each other
In all the relations of life. The teit is
John iv, 4, "And he must need i/ go
through Samaria."
No man's education is complete un-
less be has traveled. There is a higher
';diploma than that of Yale, Harvard,
/ Princeton, Oxford, Cambridge, Heidel-
lower the University of Paris. The
lough diamond must be cut and pol-
;lied before it can sparkle and gilt-
.er and flash. The scholar's ragged
metal edges should be smoothed off by
personal coptact with those peoples
whose histories he has been studying
as a recluse and as a delver in musty
tomes.
The word "Venice" has for the most
of us a poetic significance, but the
name never has its full charm for any
but those who have floated in a gondola
under the moonlight along the canals
of that queenly city and have listened
to the lover wooing his mistress in mu-
sic so soft and sweet that its echoes
blend with the dip of the oars and
gradually melt into silence. The most
realistic picture ever .photographed is
eeen with the naked eye when, with
the mountains underfoot, we sweep the
horizon and have cities for landmarks
and pyramids for statuary and conti-
nents for gardens, where the mighty
.• rivers off in the distance look like sil-
ver threads webbed together, and
where the fleecy clouds drifting Over
the hills look like great flocks of white
woolly sheep pasturing upon the heav-
enly hillsides of blue. 
.
No man ever caught the full inspira-
tion of Gray's elegy unless he has been
able to dream his dreams within the
little hedged in burying gropnd of
Stoke Pogis and under the evening
shadow of the village church spire
haa seen the poet's "urn" and his "sol-
dier's grave" and the last resting place
of his "youth unknown to fame" and
has heard at sunset "the lowing herds"
wandering back for the evening milk-
ing. So to fully realize this scene in
Which our Lord's interview with the
woluan took place one "must needs go
\
through Samaria." I remember well
that hill once crownen with the capital
of San3aria at the foot of which till
w the descendants of those far
ed olive groves, and whose path-
ways are still resonant with the oer-
Donal histories of an Omri, an Ahab, a
Ahaziah, a Jehu, a Jehoahaz, a Joish.
a Herod Antipas, a Herodias, a John
the Baptist and the evangelist Philip.
I. cannot portray that scene so grand
aad majestic in its lonely beauty, hut
I would have you realize some of the
circumstances which gave special sig-
nificance to that momentous journey
of our Lord and present some of the
reasons why "he must needs go
through Samaria." , '. !
Jesus' Journey lelardught gamaria.
One reason, I think, was that leans
wished to reprove racial antipathy. The
Samaritan colonists were interlopers.
They were not indigefious to the soil.
After the Shalmaneserian conquest the
Assyrian king carried away ten out of
the twelve Hebrew tribes into captiv-
ity. Then, the eastern conqueror hav-
ing depopulated the best part of the
land "flowing with milk and honey,"
be repeopled it with his own followers.
In other words, the Assyrian king gave
to his own followers' a right to settle
upon and cultivate and own that land,
' just as King James I. gave a charter
, • to William Penn for the American tract
of land now called Pennsylvania and
Charles L gave a charter to Lord Bal-
timore to take possession of the present
state of Maryland, to be settled by him
and his Catholic friends. After the
Jews had returned from the Babylo-
nish captivity and had rebuilt the Jeru-
salem walls and temple they wanted
— te drive out these foreign colonists/
from the garden spot of Palestine. But
)- a--- they could not Year after year, decade
after decade and century after century
the Samaritans held on to the region
lying directly between Judtea, or north-
ern Galilee, and the Jerusalem capital.
There they dwelt, ready to slay any
Jew or collection of Jews who attempt-
ed to molest them. There they contin-
ued to dwell. Each year the hatred
between the two races grew more bit-
ter and mortal.
Though the Samaritan and the Jew
for centuries had lived side by side,
wet they hated each other only as a
Carthaginian could hate a Roman, a
'Moor could hate a Castilian, a Turk
could hate an Armenian, a Mexican
'Aztec could hate a Spaniard. , These
two peoples hated each other unto
death. xet when Joan& with-the ahleot
of setting -at rest triellindious coin-
inenta of the Pharisees on his rivalry
of John the Baptist, left Judaea for his
, home in Galilee he decided to pass
' through Samaria. He did so, though
he was fully aware of the fact the'-
, woman and child in &-
aria hated the Jew as every Jew
hated the Samaritans.
All Alikii to the Saviour.
i By that journey Jesus said to all
in.inkind: "The man with the flattened
and the thick lip of the negro and
14IM the aquiline 'node of the Hebrew
Ind Altn the low Sorehead of the A.us-
sad with the calve-
41r
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tulip and de 14 1 seemed CO 'ivory in
her sin. To show her that be knew
how stained was her life Christ said
unto her: "Thou hest well said, I have
no husband. For thou haat had five
husbands, and he whom thou now hast
is not thy husband." She was a wonv-
an at that time living in open adultery,
Yet it was to such a social outcast as
this that Christ offered the "water of
life." It was to such a human being
as this that Jesus revealed himself and
permitted her to become a gospel mes-
senger to summon her people to hear
his discourse.
Do as Christ Did.
0 ye evangelists and gospel preach-
ers, why do we spend most of our time
trying to offer the "bread of life" only
to the "respectable" sinners of society,
who will not receive it? Why do we
not do as Christ did—go into the en-
emy's country and talk with the out-
casts by the Samaritan well, who are
willing—oh, so willing—to receive the
gospel if we only go to them in Christ's
name? Like the Samaritan woman,
have not the greatest sinners believed
in Christ and sometimes become the
greatest of his disciples and martyrs?
Have not the Peters who denied him
thrice and the Pauls who were once
the greatest persecutors of his follow-
ers been willing to seal their testi-
mony for Christ with their lifeblood?
Who was Richard Baxter, who wrote
"Saint's Rest?" Once a notorious gin-
ner. Who was John Bunyan, the
dreamer of immortal dreams? Once a
notorious sinner. Who was Father Tay-
lor, the great sailor preacher of Bos-
ton? Once a notorious sinner. Who
were Harry Munroe and Jerry Mc-
Auley and Peter Cartwright and John
Somerville and John B. Gough? All
once notorious sinners. Ah, it is worth
while for us to take a long journey if
we can only send forth a "woman of
Samaria" as a messenger of Jesus
Christ. It is worth while to go long
distances—aye, a very long distance—
if, like the good Ananias, we can only
say to the chief of sinners, "Brother
Saul, the Lord, even Jesus that appeas-
ed unto thee in the way as thou (tam-
est bath sent me • that thou mightest
receive thy sight and be filled with the
Holy Ghost" It is far easier for Jesus
Christ to have a seventy deviled sinner
who knows that he is all wrong than to
save a so called "respectable" sinner
wild thinks that he is all right.
Christ was the Saviour of the social
outcast at the Samaritan well. Yet
the strange fact remains that most
Christian -evangelists seem to act upon
the supposition that it is easier to save
the so called "little" sinner than the
big. We seem to be unwilling to reach
out after the outcasts. Mr. Beecher in
one of his sermons tells how a reform-
ed criminal, an ex-convict, who had
been a counterfeiter, once came to him
In complete discouragement. "Mr.
Beecher," said he, "the good people
will not have anything to do with me.
I seem to receive sympathy from none
but the worst of folks." Oh, ye work-
ers for Jesus, carry the "bread of
life" to those who know they are hun-
gered and "water of life" to those
who know they tire athirst! Seek the
seventy deviled social outcasts down by
the Samaritan well.
Ecclesiastical Prejudice.
Another reason why Christ "must
needs go through Samaria" was that
he wanted to reprove ecclesiastical and
religious prejudice. The disciples of
John the Baptist and of Jesus were an-
tagonistic and jealous of each other,
just as the Episcopalians and the Puri-
tans were bitter during the third year
of the Plymouth settlement They
were bitter in the same way that the
Established Church and the Methodists
were bitter against each other during
John Wesley's life. They were bitter
as the Baptists and the Presbyterians
were bitter against each other in this
country 100 years ago. The disciples
of John the Baptist angrily declared
that John had baptized more followers
than Jesus Christ, while the followers
of Jesus angrily replied that Christ had
baptized more disciples than John. It
was in order to stop this bitterness that
Jesus left Judaea and started north to-
ward Lake Galilee and went by the
way of Samaria. Christ was ready to
do almost anything to atop the internal
dissensions among those who would ul-
timately accept him as their Saviour
and their Christ. Cannot we all realize
that no church can rightly accomplish
a sanctified glorious work for the Mas-
ter unless that church has complete
gospel harmony within its own ranks?
Absolutely necessary is it for Chris-
tian people to love one another before
they can as a church welcome the man
of the world into their midst with the
"everlasting peace of the gospel." And
yet, my brother, there are scores and
hundreds of churches in this land
which are practically a source of dis-
sension to the world instead of a Chris-
tian harmony. They are rent and torn
into factions by internal strife. The
Young People's society is pulling
against the session; the session is find-
ing fault with the board of trustees;
the Ladies' Aid society is sulking be-
cause its members do not like the min-
ister's wife; the choir loft is in open
mutiny because the minister will not
let the quartet sing as much as they
want Instead of the Christian people
of the church getting together and
praying for each other and trying to
help each other for the good of the
church they are now magnifying each
other's faults and minifying each
other's virtues.
Danger of Small Evils.
Want of gospel harmony in a church,
although it "be composed of only a long
series of little frictions and disturb-
ances, will after awhile stick out the
life's blood and kill the usefulness of
a. church. Indeed, the little church
dfaturbances, like the little sins of life,
are more to be dreaded than the great
church tornadoes, which may arise and
subside in a day. Major Waddell, in
his book of travels, once illustrated the
Infinite damage which a multitudinous
-
or;
Not
Mrs. De
to attend
tea?
Mrs. De Jones---Because the horrid
thing has bought a phonograph. What
thence would a company of ladies have
In a room with a machine like that?---
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"TAKE
-DOWN" REPEATING SHOT GUNS
These guns are a high-class production at a low-class
price. For strong shooting and lasting qualities,
they are in a class by themselves. They are made
in 1 2 and 16 gauge, in full cylinder or modified
choke for brush and field shooting; or full choke for
trap and duck shooting. They can be taken down
Instantly without any tools. To get the best re-
sults always use Winchester Factory Loaded Shells
In these guns, as one is made for the other.
/BEE—Send for our160-pagt illustrated eatalovies.
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
W P. Winfree S. T. Knight.
Winfree & Knight,
REAL ESTATE.
The seasan of the year when people want to buy real estate is at handib..d we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this column,.We have excellent facilities for conducting the business and will ad-
vertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and will furnishprospective customers conveyance to look at property without cost to themCome to see us if 3 ou want to sell, it man you nothing if you fail.0-6od farm of 166 acres, located near Howell, Ky. This farm is wellfenced, has house of 3 rooms, good tenement house of 3 rooms, tw,p largenew tobacco barns, one good stock barn, 2 good cisterns, plenty of stockwater, new smoke house and other outbuildings and about 20 acres goodtimber. Will be sold at a low price and on easy terms.
Mil property with 8 or 10 acres of land, 3 dwellings, one store h mum withgood trade established, blacksmith shop and postoffice with daily mailThe mill is in a fine agricultural section with a good local custom. Capaci-ty of 50 barrels of flour per day. Thoroughly equipped short system roller
mill. About 4 miles from railroad and no other mill within four miles. A
splendid chance for investment. Will sell at a bargain. Good reason foroseuAltlhi
nnouses, stahle. tobacco barn; within 6 miles of Hopkinsville, fine truck
gic.e farm of ill acres of land, 30 acres in
-timber, good 5 room dwelling,
farm. A fine productive farm of 135 acres in one of the best neighborhoodsin Christian county, about five miles from Hopkinsville and quarter mile
of railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms and hall, new barn andlarge stable, two good cabins, good cistern, fine orchard and about 20 acresin timAbesrp;lbeandlaindcfealrnmflonfewstaatecroefsciunlotinveatoif thon.
e best sections of SouthernKentucky; fine red clay foundation. It has on it a good comfortable dwel-ling house, cistern, ice house, 3 cabins for hands, 2 tobacco barns with cap-
acity for 40 acres toliacco, fine young orchard; in one mile of depot on one
railroad and 3 miles from depot on another. 
Will sold bargain.
512 
churches
convenient. Plenty of water and timber. 
6 acres iu tract, 400 acres in culti-1 Farm of 406 acres of fine land in h
vation, ground lies very level and is mile of mill, post office and church.
a very rich soil. Splendid house of ten rooms, largeProduced last year 76 bu. corn per stable, 7 cabins for hands, 3 largeacre. 21 bu. wheat per acre, and 1,000 tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber,to 1200 lbs. of tobacco per acre. good orchard. Farm in 
There are 225 acres of this farm in tion and very productive. Will bred clover, sold at a bargain. 
Good farm 223 acres out Nashville
This place has a fine 10 room resi- ,
dance, large bares, good pond, 7 good road, 7 miles from Hopkinsville and8 cisterns, 6 tenant houses, plenty of miles from Pembroke, good two-
y2 large new barns, stables andery County, Tenn., 7 miles north of
negro labor, is well fenced and beat- stor brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good
,
ed on good public road, in Montgom-
well
fow price and on easy terms.station. 
ranary. This farm will be sold at a
,
Clarksville and 6 miles from nearest
! Large two-story house and two
acres of ground fronting on first
This place can be bought for only
street and running back to the river.
$46.00 per acre, $10,000.00 cash and
balance on very, easy terms, with 6 Good residence on corner of Mainper cent. interest. 
and 1st streets, fronting 60 feet on
Trice farm or 142 acres within Main by 200 feet deep. House has six
3 miles of Hopkinsville, on good pub- re oms, good cistern, stable and ne-
lie road. Good dwelling, tobacco cessary out-buildings. For sale.
barn, stable, outbuildings and plenty 86 acres of fine land just outside
of timber and water. Desirable place WI-gate on Palmyra road.$62 per acre
will be sold cheap. A nice cottage on 4th St.,four
rooms and kitchen, porch. good out-One of the most desirable reaiden- houses and cistern. price $990.ces on S. Vir. St., corner lot S feet f 1 Two good residence lots on Main
r 
front by 268 feet deep Howie with !
St. in Hopkinsville, well located.beautiful shade and fruit trees, good The onlicl:tern, stable and all necessary out- „in vacant lots on West side of.
6 for sale at a low brice
I
buildings. All in „excellent repair.' 1
Elegant lot 80'200 ft. on JesupPrice and terms reasonable. flue. ood home with 4 large rooms170 acres of land 44 miles north of 2 porches, cistern outbuildings,:shade
G 
Hopkinsville near Madisonville road 1 and fruit trees, Price $1,400.
on L. & N. R. R., lays well and wa- An elegant farm of 116 acres of
land, on good public road, in one of
the best neighborhoods in South
Christian, convenient to postoffice,
schools and churches, in a high state
of cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
and hall,onelargeltobacco bam,good
tered, adapted to fruit culturs and
truck gardening, also stock raising
and farming, with prospects for min-
erals and oil. Cheap at $10 per acre.
Has dwelling with 6 rooms, new
barn and tenant house.
50 acres of fine land 134 miles from stables and cow houie, buggy house,Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good 2 new cabins, smoke house, hesspring and barn,Jenced and has 20 1 house, new wire fence, dice youngacres of Umbel. Very desirable i orchard, grapes, rasp
-berries anproperty. 
p 
d,
pseleyn. 
strawberries,plenty of water, very,did farm of 210 acres on1'desirable, will be sold cheap and on63turnpike roadmiles
New eight room dwelling
i iles from Hop- i easy terms.
Some beautiful vacant lots on Wal-with three porches, well arranged nut street.
with hot and cold water, bath tub,
water closet, etc. 2 good stock barnsil
granary, cabins, &c., with windmill,
branch of never failing water through
the farm. All under good wire fence
and in a high state of cultivation and
In excellent neighborhood. A model
stock farm. Will be sold cheap.
A beautiful home; two story brick
residence; 8 rooms; hall and bath
room with bath fixtures and all mod-
ern conveniences; everything new
and in excellent repair; house piped
for water and gas, and wired for
electricity; goo cellar, cistern, sta-
,
two room office in yard; goodble and all other necessary outbuild- servants house, large good ice houseings; nice shade trees. This proper- large stable and carriage house andty will be sold at a bargain, all necessary out buildings; splendidWe have the following Florida shade and fruit trees, never failinglands that we will sell at low price well, good cistern; convenient to de-or exchange for farming land in this pot, school and church; 6 miles fromsection: 361 acres in Pasco county, Hopkinsville with good pike nearly120 acres in Pasco county, 200 acres the whole distance. Splendid beat..in Hernando county 160 acres in ion for a doctor.
Hillsboro county. One of the above l An elegant farm of 120 acres ontracts is heavily timbered with the Cox Mill Road 4 miles from Hopkin-finest yellow pine, and another is sville; well improved, good dwell-heavily timbered with the pine from ing, 6 rooms, stables, granary, corni which they, make, turpentine. For and all necessary out houses; firstfurther description, etc., see US. I class land in fine condition.One of the most deseirable houses Valuable store room on Mainin the city for boarding house; cen- street One of the best bu 1
400' acres of desirable farming land
in Montgomery county, Tenn, heavi-
ly timbered, 10 miles from Howell,
Ky. price $6.00 per acre.
Fine farm of 282 acres in. neigh-
borhood of Howell, Ky., at a great
bargain,
Very desirable suburban residence
housb two stories, 8 rooms, new and
in good repair, about 7 acres of land,just outside the city limits on one of
the best street.
A nice residence at Cagily, Ky.
lot of 10 acres, six room cottage and
. s ness oeatrally located. convenient to bus!- tions in the city.
ness and depots within one square Nice cottage on corner of Brownof Main St.Smithe—Why did you refuse and Broad streets, 7 rooms, good out..
Mrs. De Well's 5 o'clock Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles buildings, cistern, etc. Cheap andetstown Ity. (iooti house
3 rooms, tenant house, good well,
large tobacco barn, good frame sta,
ble 28x80 feet,40 acreain fine timber,
good level land and a desirable farm
convenient to schools and churches
sad ea good road.
on reasonable terms.
Residence, 6 rooms, stable, carri-
age house and all necessary outbuild-
ings good cistern and orchard. Two
acres of land adjoining South Ken-
tucky College, $1,600. NV111 sell thia
pia,' at low prim. OS Mir
•
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•Soft
Harpess
You can znakie pour her
nese ad soft aa a glove
and as tough, as wire by
using SUR OKA Liar-
noes Oil. You canlengthen its life—tuskedlast twice as Ions as it
ordinarily wotdo,
EUREKA
Harness Oil
makes a poor lgoking har-
ness like new. Made ofpure, heavy bodied oil, es-
pecially prepared to with-
stand the weather.
Sold everywhere
In cans--all sized.
Made by STANDMIO OIL CU.
WEATHER IN MARCH
WHAT HICK al THINKS
ABOUT IT
Month Will Begin With
Storms and End the
Same Way.
The first storm period for March
will be central on the 1st, 2d and 3d.
As it is, violent seismic and equinoc-
tial perturbations need not surprise
any realer of these forecasts any-
where from the 1st to the 4th. These
storms will be of tropical character
in all southern directions, with pro-
bable danger on soutti coasts, while
rains will turn to snoWs and blizzards
over most parts of the Pountry north-
ward. i
A sharp cold wave for the season,
with high barometer, Will follow the
storms at this time. We admonish
our readers against pdssible danger
to lite and livestock during this and
other March periods.
The next storm period is central on
the 8th, extending frOn the 5th to
the 8th. The barometer will begin
falling and the temperature rising in
western parts by the 5th, and during
the 6th to 8th inclusive, more active
ur &aces, with rain, wind and
snow will take up their march east-
ward across the country.
A perceptible softeninig of the ele-
ments will return on •nd touching
the 11th, 12th and 18th, and marked
storm conditions, folloviied by more
rain, turning to snow nt*thward,will
be most natural on and !about these
days
We will-name the 18th to 21st as
. .
one of the most general,, active and
dangerous period of disturbances in
March. Mercury, Vcilcan and Earth
will all centralize their perturbing
influences into this period, while the
moon will be new, or in conjunction
with earth and sun on the 16th, on
the celestial equator on the 17th.
Thunder storms, equinoctial gales
and tidal waves, seismic phenomena,
all followed by Mardi blizzards
northward and a sweeping high ba-
rometer and cold wave are the things
to be looked for at this time. Gene-
ral and destructive sleet Will be most
notural northward during this Mer-
cury period.
The 23d and 24th are central days
of a reactionary storm erlod. On)
and touching these dates took for re-
turn of marked storm conpitions at-
tendea by heavy rain liouthward,
turning to sleet, snow andi very dis-
agreeable. stormy weath4 in central
and northern sections. T e Vulcan
storm period covering the last five
days of March and reaZhing Into
April, will culminate on : the 29th,
80th and 31st in violent storms and
dangerrus tidal waves. I Moon on
equator, in perigee and !till, as at
the first of the month. wili intensify
seismic shaees, tropical etfornes and1blizzsree.
WO. ler
Mother Cray's:8wee0Powd-
:ers For Children.
Successfuliy used by Motiher Gray
nurse in the Children's Home in
New York, Cure Feverishness, Bad
Stomach, Teething Disordetrs, move
,sond regulate the Bowels and De-isvaee-so,--stroy Worms. Over 30,000 testi-
monials. They never fail, At all
druggist, 25c. sample FREE. Ad-
dress Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N.
Y. 824w
.A.11111Vr CO It X A..
&arm tam The Kind Yoe Has Aiwa
&Patna
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Camp of the Modern
Woodmen of America.
Hopkinsville Camp No. 141533,
Modern Woodmen of America, was
organized at Moayon's hall Saturday
night with about thirty charter mem-
bers, and the following officers were
elected:
Herman Southall, consul.
W. E. Williamson, adviser.
J. D. Higgins, clerk.
M. H. McGrew, banker.
J. N. McGinnis, escort.
Maxey Wade. sentry.
Charles Qaarles, watchman.
W. T. Fowler, manager.
Dr. A. H. Tunks, manager.
Hunter Wood, Jr , manager.
The eamp was organized `ay Dis-
trict Deputy 0. F. NelSon,
110 RUSSIAN BATTLESHIPS AND ONE
TORPEDO BOAT SUNK AT PORT ARTHUR
Japanese Won Land Engagement Sunday.—Czar's Fdrces
Attack Korean Army.—Late War News.
VICE ADMIRAL SKRYDLOFF, THE "BULLDOG OF THE RUS-SIAN NAVY."
Vke Admiral Skrvdloff, the "bulldog of the RasniAn navy," ncw on his way to jointhe Russian naval forces in the east, is regarded in Russia as a wonderful son fighter.* Hehas for several years been in oorninaed of the Black Sea /toot and is a great favorite at St.Petersburg. Of aetual fighting he hail done very little.
(Cablegram.)
ST. PETERSBURG, Feb. 29.—
Two Russian battleships and one tor-
pedo boat are reported sunk at Port
Arthur during terrific engagement.
KOREAN ARMY ATTACKED
(Cablegram.)
LONDON, Feb. 29.—The Russians
attacked the Korean army at Ws/a,
killing a large number.
JAI'S WERE VICTORIOUS.
(Cablegram.)
CHEE FOO, Feb. 29.—The Japs
won a land engagement Sunday at
Ping Yong. The Russians inade the
attack.
CRUISERS AT SUEZ.
(Cablegram.)
SUEZ, Feb. 29.—The Russian
cruiser Aurora and five torpedo boats
have arrived here.
President Signs
Panama Treaty.
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 26.—
The president has signed the Panama
treaty.
All that now remains to be done to
place the Construction of the canal
actually in the president's hands is
the formal exchange of ratifications
between Secretary of State Hay and
Minister BunauVarilla, of Panama,
which will take place today at the
state department.
The president has completed his
selection of the members of the Pan-
ama Canal commission by determin-
ing upon C. t3wald Grunsky, of San
Francisco, as the seventh member.
Mr. Grunsky is a %ell known hy-
draul'c engineer, who has been Iden-
tified with enativ.euterprises on the
Pacific coast. The other members
of the commission as stated are:
Rear Admiral John 0. Walker, U.
S. N., retired; Maj. Gen. George W.
Davis, U. S. A., retired; Col. Frank
Hecker, of Detroit; William. Burr,
professor of engineering at Colum-
bia University; Wiillain Barclay
Parsons, engineer of the New York
Subway, and B. M. Harrod, of New
Orleans.
arrats-rer prom Pahang*.
The envoy extraordinary and minis
ter plenipotentiary of Panama to the
United States, M. Philippe Bunau-Varil-la, is not a citizen of the country be
' • .14 .y,sV,'"Orr rkos.:
represents, although he Las resided atthe isthmus for a number of years. M.
Bunau-Varilla. a native of France, was
educated for the army. He went to theisthmus in 1884 and for a time wardirector general of the canal.
Take
Courage!
If you are naturally not as strong as your more fortunatesisters, and for this reason experience dread rather than joy atthe prospect of becoming a mother, take courage and assurancefrom this fact: Mother's Friend is meant for you, and by itsuse you may pass through that glorious martyrdom which isyours by divine right with no more discomfort than that experienced bythose who by nature are possibly more adapted for the role of motherhood.
MOTHER'S FRIENDis a liniment of proven merit, and its great worth can be nobetter attested to than by the countless strong and healthychildren who through its kindly offices have entered thisworld unhandicapped by any deformity or weakness. Itis a liniment which by external application acts upon theabdominal muscles and permits of a painless parturition.BRADFIELD REGULATOR 00., ATLANTA, GA.
-
EIGHT HONORED 1 MR. JUSTICE
FINNEMORE
Judge of the Natal Supreme
Court, Sends the Following
Remarkable Testimonial
A YEAR MAY BE PAID TO
CARRIERS
Likely That Congress Will
Increase Salaries On the
Rural Routes.
A Washington special says:
Friends of the rural carriers deplore
the movement that has been started
in opposition to the amelidment in
the postal appropriation bill prohib-iting them from working for private
concerns during official hours. It is
pointed out that in time the rural
carriers will be paid as much com-
pensation as their brothers in the
cities, but as long as the former be
permitted to make money by solicit
lug and performing other service in
benalf of private firms or companiesjust so long will congress hesitate to
allow adequate compensation. While
the houee committee on postoffices
will report an item fixing the salary
of the carriers at $720 a year, there is
a likelihood that the house will in-
crease the amount to $800. The
friends of the carriers in congress be-
lieve at least $800 should be allowed,
with the proviso that while on duty
they shall not be permitted to solicit,
carry packagee ot newspapers except
ueder postage, and engage in no oth-er work of a private nature. In adopt-ing this proviso the house committee
acted in accordance with tne wishesof the department, which direcredattention to the fact that early in thenietory of the regular service like ac-tion was take.* by congress toward
the regular city carriers. There will
be intereeting contests on tile fleor of
he house when the item relatiog to
the carriers' salaries is reached.
.0.1101. ..-
Best ilemcdv ror Constipation
"The flutist remedy for constipation
ever used is Chantberlain'sStomach
and Liver Tablets," says ..Mr. Eli
Butler, of Frankville, N. Y. "They
-act gently and without any unpleas-
ant effect, and leave the bowels in a
perfectly nataral cendition." Sold
by L. L. Elgin.
NeN ONINI Nes
.0%,.."."..es, 
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DELIGHTFUL 
 
EVENT
Was the Recital at South
Kentucky College.
The recital at SoutN Kentucky col-
lege Saturday evening was one of the
most successful entertainments ever
given at the institution and reflected
the greatest credit upon the partici-
pants and Misses Donaldson, Kil-
bourne and Rabold, of the faculty.
The chapel contained the largest
crowd ever attracted to the college
by a similar event, and scores of peo-
ple were unable to secure even stand-
ing room. The program was a de-
lightful one in every respect and
consisted of vocal and instrumental
music and readings, coocluoing with
a charming comedietta, "The Gov-
erness," in which the principal parts
were taken by Misses Southgate,
Kruger and Wadlington.
It Saved His Leg.
P. A. Danforth of LaGrange, Ga., Ala. Her nose and lip were raw as
beet, with offensive d Ise rie from
suffered for six months with a fright-
ful running sore on his leg; but the eating sore. Docters advised cut-
ting, but it failed. 1410 )11 Balm heal-
writes that Bucklen'S Arnica Salve
ed the sores and,
 Mrs. Guerney sis 
wholly cored it in five days. For
well as welt ss ever. Botanic iilood'
Ulcers, Wounds, Piles, it's the best
Balm also cure a eczema, itching hu-
salve in the world. Cure guaran-
mors, scabs and scales, lame pains,
teed. Only 25 cents. Sold by L. L.
Elgin, Cook & Higgins druggist. ulcers, offensive pimples, blood poi7
son, carbuncles, scrofula, risings and
bumps on the sein and all blood trou
bles. Druggists, $1 per large bottle.
Sample of Botanic Blood Bairn free(From Monday's Daily) 
and prepaid by writing Blood BalmMarion Walker died yesterday at Co., Atlanta, Ga. Describe trouble11:30 o'clock at the residence of Mr. and special medical advice sent inVaughn on Elm street after a severe sealed letter. It is certainiy worthattack of pneumonia. He was twen- I while investigating such a remarka-ty-three years of age and a popular ble remedy, as Blood Bairn cures theyoung man. Interment took place most awful, worse and most deep-this aftern000 in Hamby's burying seated blood diseases.
TO CUTICURA
The World Is Cuticura's Field,
Used Wherever Civilization
Has Penetrated.
"I desire to give my voluntary testi-
mony to the beneficial effects of your
Cuticura Remedies. I have suffered
for some time from an excess of uric
acid in the blood; and since the middle
of last year, from a severe attack of
Eczema, chiefly on the scalp, face, ears
and neck and on one limb. I was for
several months under professional
treatments, but the remedies prescribed
were of no avtil, and I was gradually
becoming worse, my face was dread-fully disfigured and I lost nearly all myhair. At last, my wife prevailed upon
me to try the Cuticura Remedies and Igave them a thorough trial with the
most satisfactory results. The disease
soon began to disappear and my hair
commenced to grow again. A freshgrowth of hair is covering my head,
and my limb (although not yet quite
cured) is gradually improving. My wifethinks so highly of your remedies that
she has been purchasing them in orderto make presents to other persons suf-fering from similar complaints, and,
as President of the Bible Women'sSociety, has told the Bible women to
report if any case should come undertheir notice when a poor person is so
afflicted, so that your remedies may be
resorted to."
ROBERT ISAAC PINNEMORE,(Judge of the Natal Supreme Court)Pietermaritzburg, Natal, Oct. 29, 1901.
Sold throughout the world. Cutieuet R•solv•et, S.On form of Chocolate Coated Pills. Me. per vial of 110).(liniment. 30e., Seep, SM. Depots t London, If Charter-Luse Sq.: Paris. S ktne de Is PAW Boston, 1ST Colas-bus Ave Potter Drag & Chem. Corp.. Sole Plots-agrSend for" All Alma the Selo sod Scalp."
TELEPHONE
Improvements to Be Begun
In Hopk insville.
It was learned today that the tin-
provements which the Cumberland
Telephone Co., has for some time
contemplated making in its s.. stew
here, will be pushed forward as
rapidly as possible.
A large amount of construction
material, and the switchboard and
instruments for the new central en-
ergy system, are on the ground. The
installers and electricians are ex-
pected here soon, when the work of
placing the new switchboard will
commence.
It is understood that the new im-
provement will greatly improve the
service, and that the system in
quality will be second to none.
db 
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Agents' Banquet.
Last evening at the Odd Fellowt
hall, on Second street, the fifth an-
nual banquet of the Metrepolition
Life Insurance Co. to the Henderson
division staff transpired, At this,
banquet besides the local force and
several of our citizens the staff and
agents of Central City, Hopkinsville,
1 Madisonville, Morganfield,Princeton1 and Oweneboro were out in full
1 force.—Henderson G!eaner
Marion Walker's Death.
ground north of this city.
Do You Want Strength?
If you want to increase your
strength you must add to and take
from the physical. In other words,
the food that you eat must be digest-
ed, assimilated and appropriated by
the nerves, blood and tissues before
being expelled from the intestines.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure adds to the
physical. It gives strength to and
builds up strength in the human sys-
tem. It is pleasant to the taste and
palatable, and the only combination
of digestants that will digest the
food and enable the system to spy
propriate all of its health awl'
strength-giving qualities. Sold by
R. C. Hardwick.
Cancer Cured BY Blood Balm
All Skin and Blood Diseases Cured
Mrs. M. L. Adams, Fredonia, Ala.,
took Botanic Blood Balm which ef-
fectually cured an eating cancer of
the nose and face. The sores healed
up perfectly. Many doctors had giv-
en Up her case as hopeless. Hund-
reds of cases of cancer, eating seree,
supperating swelling, etc , have heen
cured by Blood Balm. Among others
Mrs. B. M. Guerney, Warrior Stand,
HANNA'S PICTURE
Senator Hanna's picture will be
placed on the new Panama canal
bonds to be issued by the govern-
ment. It is held that this will be a
fitting recognition of his devotion to
the legislation by which the canal
was secured.
If troubled with weak digestionbelching or sour stomach, use Cham- yr C:10 rt. X 411. •
e
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets &ars th• Th Kind Yes HieAI MOand you will get quick relief. For estastur•sale by L. L. Elgin. i
db. 
The Best Cough Syrup.
S. L. Apple, ex-Probate Judge
Ottawa Co., Kansas,writes: "This is
to say that I have used Ballard's
Horehound Syrup for years and that
I do not hesitate to recommend it as
the best cough syrup I have ever
used." 26c, 60c, and $1.00. Sold by
Ray & Fowler. ee
Clark Again.
4Code Clark, of Cairo, has signed a_
contract to act as an umpire in the
Kitty league this season.
Inflammatory Rheumatism
Cured
William Shaffer, a brakeman of
Dennison, Ohio, was confined to his
bed for several weeks with inflam-
matory rheumatism. "I used many
remedies," he says. "Finally I sent
to McCaw's drug store for a bottle of
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, at which
time I was -anable to use hand orfoot, and in one week's time was able
to go to work as.happy as a clam."
For sale by L. L. Elgin.
Has Been Transferred.
Harry Duvall, foreman of bridges
on the Hopkinsville division of the
Illinois Central, has been transferred
to his old territory, the change being
effective in a day or two. Mr. Du-
vall will be placed in the territory
between Dawson and East Cairo,
with Paducah as headquarters.
Proper Treatment of Pneu-
monia.
Pneumonia is too dangerous a dis-
eases for anyone to attempt to doctorhimself, although he may have theproper remedies at hand. A physie
cian should always be called. It
should be borne in mind, however,
that pneumonia always results from
a cold or from an attack of the grip,
and that by giving Chamberlain'sCough Remedy the threatened at-
tack of pneumonia my be warded oakThir remedy is also used by physl-
cians in the treatment of pneumonia
with the best results. Dr. W. J.Smith, of Sanders, Ala., who is also
a druggist, says of it: '1 have been
selling Chamberlain's Cough Reme-dy and prescribing it to my practicefor the past six years. I use it in
cases of pneumonia and have alwaysgotten the best results." Sold by L.
L. Elgin.
A SIMPLE QUESTION.
Hopkinsville People Are Re-
quested to Honestly Ans-
wer.This.
Is not the word of a representative
citizen of Hopkinsville more con-
vincing than the doubtful utterances
of people living everywhere else in
the union. Read this:
J. W. Tunks, of 312 West Seventh
St., who is eirpioyed at M.C. Forbes
Planing Mill, says: "The condition
Of my heelth was such as to cadge
me a great deal of worry about my
future. I had an almost constant
aching across the small of my back
and the kidney secretions were high-
ly colored, excessive and irregular,
In fact, the disorder was so pro-
nounced that it had been said it bor-
dered on diabetes. I also suffered at
this time with indigestion which
caused me a great deal of distress.
At one time I was scarcely able to do
any work at all for nearly a year.
I doctored and tried various reme-
dies but nothing did me any perma-
nent good until I used Doan's Kid-
ney Pills which I procured at Thom-
as & Trahern's drug store. I had ta-
ken them only a few days when I
ut ticed a change for the better and
by the time I had finished the box Ifound that they had brought about
so decided an improvement in my •
condition as to convince me of their
real worth, and I am more than
thankful for the relief that I have re-
ceived."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents. Foster
-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name—Doan's----serckiL
take no substitute.
.••!••
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WiTHOUT A
RIVAL
OR A PEER
THE CURE
OF DISEASE
Life Plant
stands peerless
and alone as
the sovereign
remedy for the speedy and perma-
nent cure of Rheumatism, Catarrh
and all diseases of the blood.
Mita Mary Mummy, Uhrichsville, 0.,says;
I had rheumatism, very painful, lImbe
_and feet so badly swollen that I could not
'wear my shoes. Tried various remediesbut oould get no relief until I was In-duced to try Life Plant. When I hadtaken one bottle the swelling and painwere all gone and have not returned. IPeel decidedly better every way. CannotSay too much for Life Plant.
NO CURE NO PAY is our guaran-
tee. It is the most certain cure for
Masada of the blood on the market.
It you feel badly why not take abottle, Just the thing to tone up %he
system.
Manufactured bY
THE LIFE PLANT CO.,
CANTON, OHIO.
Announcements
Illinoisfentral
 R.R.
DIRECT TO HAVANA
Via Illinois Central R. R. to New
Orleans and the weekly Southern
Pacific S. 5. "Louisiana" to Havana.
Leave Chicago and Cincinnati Fri-
day morning, leave St. Louis and
Louisville Friday noon, arrive New
Orleans Saturday 10:00 a. m., leave
Saturday 2:00 p. m., arriving at Ha-
vana Monday morning, Round trip
and one-way through tickets at un-
usually low rates. Free Illinois Cen-
tral R. R. Illustrated Folder on Cu-
ba, giving all particulars, on applica-
tion.
OCEAN STEAMSHIPS
FROM NEW ORLEANS
Ocean steamship sailings from New
Orleans for Mexico, xlanama, Cen-
tral and South America, West Indies
and Europe concisely set forth in a
special folder issued by the Illinois
Central R. R. Send for a copy.
NEW ORLEANS A delight-ful unique
city for the tourist to visit. Winter
tourist rates now in effect. Double
aily service and fast steam-heated
vestibule trains with through sleep-
ing cars, buffet-library-smoking car
service and all meals en route in din-
ing cars. Ask for an illustrated
book on New Orleans.
GULFPORT, MISS.
The Great Southern Hotel, at Gulf-
port, Miss., of the Mexican Gulf
Coast, has 250 rooms single or en-
suite, with or without bath. Steam
heat, electric light, hot and cold run-
ning water, and telephone in every
room. Reached via Memphis end
the Iilinois Central's fast morning
cars, with a single change, on same
train en route at Memphis, into
through sleeping car to Gulfport.
Send for illustrated folder describing
Gulfport and' the hotel.
HOT SPRINGS, ARK.
Direct Pullman Sleeping Car Service
via Memphis. Send for book describ-
ing this most interesting of health
and pleasure resorts.
Full Particulars o of ot oh eranbi onvg, caalE!
be had of agents of the Illinois Cen-
tral, or by addressing the nearest of
the undersigned representatives of
the "Ceatral."
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville
A. J. MCDOUGALL, D. P. A.,
New Orleans
A. H. HANSON, G. P. A., Chicago
JNO. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis
To Keep
The Tailors'
At Work
During the dull season we
will make up clothing at
greatly reduced prices.
Select your Spring Suit
NOW and be ready for t he
fine weather.
Spring goods now ready
or your inspection.
Ed.J.Duncall
0111:%st 7th St., next to New Era Offic
Troubled with rheumatism? Then
why not do as others have done—
take Dr. Thacher's Liver and Blood
%Yrup and be cured?
1
4
Uncle Ezra on Death of Hanna.
[WRITTEN FOR THE KENTUCKY NEW ERA]
— 
den, 'doilt--olle caplis mei deHAT 's de mattah wid yo',
Ez?" inquired Annt Ma- born' man lub'd alak 'cause
riah of Uncle Ezra, as she lub'd dem alak—de fo'nios man
bizuuss, tie greatest i man n pol'tieks hold of the bed post for looked up from her ironing board on
which, with a very hot iron, she was
putting the finishing touches to a
white shirt-waist. "You 's ben Mop-
in' route heah sor'ful-lak evvah sin
;las' Choosday night; what's de mat-
tali ?"1
; Uncle Ezra thoughtfully removed
'his pipe from his mouth, his head
dropped with a half-nod before thei
!open fire place and big tears ran down1
his wrinkle-rumpled checks, losing
'themselves in his kinky white whis-
kers.
'I's jes' lug' a cloth frien',Wrialli"
he lamented. "We hab all los' a;
ir
1 
ehwy deali frien" an' de naehun am
Standin' helpluds agin befo' de throne
ub de Good Lawd Who gibetil all'
Who taketh away."
"Who 's &I'd now, Ez, ninidah one
4em poltishune?" queried Auni Ma-
rilah, disinterested, as she folded up
the waist she had Just finished iron-
log. "I b'liev," she continued, "yo'
will loose yo' mm' bout dein yit—
deah war no doin' nuthin' wid yo'
*hen Mistah MoKinnelly got sas-
animated, an', if nuddali one dem 's
1e'd I kno' we'll be aburyin' ub yo'ex'.""Doan git vexated wid me, honay,
*au git vexated," pleaded Uncle
m4zra, rising from his chair and plac-
hlis pipe on the side-board; "one
ireater 'n Mistah MoKinnelly 's
gtine—one Mistah MoKinnelly war
jiis' de fu'runnah ub. One Mistab
MoKinnelly could'n got to be Pres-
la- i "Great man, indeed, great man,
he I indeed," audibly concluded Aunt
in I Mariah, as she walked over and took
support.
an' de bee' man in frien'ship dat de "But de mos"plo'able fac',
Good Lavi-d hab raised up in dis lan' M'riah," continued Uncle Ezra, turn-
sin's de scene ub lif' closed on de log his back to the fire and facieg
his audience, 'is dat he war calledinl wiasseVishun ub Aberhain Litikun
home jes' at die criticized peeyud in
When Uncle Ezra had delivered de hist'wy ub de lightning civlutiza-
shimself of this eulogy, he paused, hun when the Jappanneezes and the
his eyes glistening in the mellow re Russhunahs am brought face to face
flection of the wood fire, and the in a hawh'ble advusty which may
tears streaming from them with re-
newed energy.
Aunt Mariah, having become ex-
cited, shouted, "Go on, Hezrekiah
Michael Suesberry, go on," it being
her custom to address him n by his
full name whenever she felt proud
of him.
'Jos' lak Ole Abe," went on Uncle
Ezra, "In hie hou'aty, in hie atiokin'
op to' de truf, in his lookin' ovah
dem what tried to 'buss him, in
'clditf on de bed' road to take an'
headin's right on, In preeshatun ub
'uniah, in patinizim ub de theatur to'
laxashun turn de strain tub hawd
wuk, in helpun ub de po', an' in his
lub to' simplicity an' de connnon
people—jes' lak Wash'n'ton in rnakin'
plans, jes' lak Clay in makin' peace,
jes lak Blaine in seem' de uddah fel-
lab's side, jes' lak MoKinnelly in
bein' clean and kine, jes' lak Moses
in de leadin' ub men, jes' lak David
in frien'ship, an' lak de openin ub
rose in May, o' de spreadin' ub de
beams o' de Suhthun sun in June, in
his eawm, gentul smile."
dat's
do?"
Repeating this interrogation, Uncle
Ezra took his seat, from the hearth
picked a fresh coal which he put in
his pipe, and gxed his gaze steadfast
ly on the kying fire; while Aunt Ma-
rah began to hum an old-time tune
to which she kept the measure by
rocking the rocking chair which had
no rockers on it.
hab euuf pisun in its mouf to spit
ovah all dat side ub de globe an'
clean across de big pon' to de vehwy
conflnds ub Ole Glowy isself !"
"An' den what we gwine do?,"
asked Aunt Marlah, letting go the
bedpost to which ehe was holding,
and seating herself in a rocking chair
which had no rockers cal 4t.
"What Wu gwiue do?", repeated
Uncle Ezra, feeling behind him on
the sideboard for his pipe, "What we
gwine do? Yee; what we gwine do
mho nut 'dont Mistah Hannah to
ovahmee de sichwauhun, an' keep
Mistah Ho )sterfelt from fiyin' oval)
In theah yawd? What we gwine do*?
kwushun—What's we gwine
YOUR LUNGS
IF THEY ARE WEAK—You are in constant danger of Pneu-
monia or Consumption which can be prevented by FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR if taken in time.
IF THEY ARE INFLAMED—You already have the first symp-
toms of lung trouble that may prove fatal and you should not delay
taking FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR It cures all inflammatory con-ditions of the respiratory organs.
IF THEY ARE OBSTRUCTED—It is dangerous to use harsh
expectorants which strain and weaken the lungs. FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR soothes and strengthens and enables the tubes to be
naturally cleared.
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR
gives the greatest comfort and relief in advanced stages of lung trouble
and never fails to cure incipient Consumption. Contains no opiates.
For Coughs, Colds, Croup, Whooping Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma,
Pneumonia and Grippe. It stops the Cough and prevents Pneumonia.
See That You Get
FOLEY'S
Honey and Tar
. A POLICEMAN'S TESTIMONY"5,
•
441+
•-.14"
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J. N. Patterson, night policeman of
Nashua, Ia., writes:—"Last winter I
had a bad cold on my lungs and tried
at least a half dozea advertised cough
medicines and had treatment from two
physicians without getting any benefit.
A friend recommended FOLEY'S
HONEY AND TAR and two thirds of
a bottle cured me. I consider it the
greatest cough and lung remedy in
the world."
THREE SIZES
25c, 50c, $1.00
SOLD AND RECOMMEirED BY
;.`
441taf
All Drug gistg of Hopkinsville
To Cure a Cold in One Day Cures Gripin Two Days.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. z9, on every
box. 25c.s•re moon boxes sold in past 12 months. This signature, ./4.erePsre 
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AVegetable Pre parationforAs-
simila ling the Food andlleg ula-ling the Stomachs andBowels of
IINIVIA ,H1LDIILN
•
Promotes Digestion.Cheerful-
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor }tineraL
hOT NARCOTIC.
Arg4;earahtirSINVELPffrdirR
Pemowh.4 Sea-
Aix Smola •
Reskelle Saar -
J•671f •
•
A perfect Remedy forCortstiwfun, Sour Stomach, Diarrh
Worms ,Convulsions ,Feverish-
ness and Loss or SLEEP.
.
Par Senile Signature or
aeieetrag
NEW YORK.
It, ih-. ..141
(I N
1ZXACT COPY or WRAP,P.EX.
CURIO
For Infants and Children. 
The Kind You Have
Always 'Bought
Bears the
Signature
of
In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years_
CASTORIA
011111TAVIII 0006046011% NM T01%4 OWL
Louisville and Nashville RailroadTIME CARD. Effective April 13th.NORTH. SOUTH.No 62 St Louis Express 9.50 am No 61 St Louis Express 618 pmNo 54 St Louis Fast Mail 
 9:47 p m No 63 St Louis Fast Mall.,. .5:40 a mNo 92 Chicago and New No 91 Chicago and NewOrleans Limited 
 :40 a m Orleans Limited 11:58 p mNo 66 Hopkinsville Accoru _8:45 pm No 56 Hopkinsville Accom ..6 :00 amNos 62 and 64 connect at St Louis for all pointsNo 51 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points far south as Erinand for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 53 and 55 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cincinnati and all points north and east thereof. Nos 53 and 55 also connectfor Memphis and way points.
No. 92 runs through to Chicago and will not carry passengers to pointssouth of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augustineand Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Conneilta_ast—Guthrie for points east and Weed.
J. HOOE, Agt.
•
Are sure indications of some form of stomachtrouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and hi/ON-0 all,don't take calomel or quinine—both are dangerous
has all their virtues—none of theirdeadly effects. HERBINE taken
regularly will forestall headaches, put
the digestive organs in perfect condi-
tion, head off biliousness, headaches,
liver ills, keep you in good health.
Tin' HT TO
-DAY.
53c a. Bottle. All Dr•tp gists.
igagitatertik.var,
 ":41114114MINIP
Sold by Ray AD. Fowler.
J. F. Gxrnett, Pres. 1_1 13 Thee, 
CaPlalitClaS Bank Trust Co
Capital,
Banking.
Deposits.
Loans.
LIBtRAL
TREATMENT
CONSERVATIVE
POLICY.
- $50,000.00.
Trust
Dept.
Acts as
Trustee,
Agent,
Admr.,
Executor &c
Investments
Made.
Wills written
and cared for.
Office Corner 8th and Main Sts.
Mr-SAFE DEPOSIT BOXESModern. Private. Secure for Any Valuables.Call grid see them.
WORM Si to vWEHRI Tria
i 
— Be.t in Quality.
'Si CREAM
For 20 Years Has Led all Worm Remedies.
c::30 MAXI 'r Jla 4C3e G• IS "1" ISPrePare4
 bf —"wig" JAMES F. BALLARD, St. Louis.
Sold by Ray c, Fowler.
' • .
HON. GEO. V. GREEN
IS RE-ELECTED PRISON
COMMISSIONER.
Miss Hardin Is Librarian.--
Political Points of Local
Interest.
Tuesday a joint session of the Ken-
tucky assembly, the first of the ses-
sion, was held to elect a state libra-
rian and a member of the state prtson
commission. Miss Pm.line Helm
Hardin was elected librarian, and
the Hon. George V. Green, of Chris-
tian county, commissioner, eachl for
a term of four years, they being 'the
Democratic nominees. • 1
The roll call of the joint seslion
showed the presence of thirty-three
senators and eighty-nine represelta-
,
tives. Senator George Farris plaleed
In nomination Miss Hardin. Rerire-
sentative Burchett, presented ;the
name of Miss Pearl Hindman, of
Adair county. Miss Hardin received
101 votes and Miss Hindman twenty
votes. Senators Burnam and Simi-
doan, of the Republican side, voted
foa Miss Hardin.
Senator George Hickman nomixist-
ed Mr. Green. Representative Burial-
ett presented the name of Henry' S.
Howes, of Johnson county. Mr.
Green received ninety-eght votes and
Mr. Howes twenty-three votes. This
was a strict party vote.
Mr. Green is splendidly qualified
for the position and his many friends
here rejc ice at his re-election.
A Frankfort special to the Courier-
Journal says:
"In the Second district Represen-
tative R. B. Bradley, of Hopkins
county, has announced his candidaicy
to succeed Executive Committeeman
C. M. Meacham, of Christian coun0.
It is not known whether Mr. Meacih-
a candidate. It has been
said here in Frankfort that Mr. AO-
by Edmunds. of Christian county,
may also be a candidate for the sarbe
place."
The Rev. D. S. Edwards, state sen-
ator from the Christian-Hopkins dis-
trict, will not stand for re-election.
He has formally announced as a Can-
didate for the Democratic nomina-
•
tion for county court clerk of Hop-
kins county.
A Democratic convention to nomi-
nate a candidate for congress in ti!te
Sixth district has been called to meet
April 27 in Newport.
1
Bickers' Shoe Store
On Ninth street, Phcenix hotel old
stand, the shoppers' paradise, for the
prettiest oboes in Hopkinsville. New
store, new shoes, no shelf
-worn
shoes. Will be open in March; watt
and see them. The styles are the
latest. $1 to $1.50 saved on every
pair bought of him. 6m,t,f,s
DEATH OF C. T. SADLER.
(Special to New Era.) 1
GUTHRIE, Ky., March 2.—G. T.
Sadler, a prominent planter of Mont-
gomery county, Tenn., died at his
home, two and one-half miles wail)
of this place, of Bright's disease. He
bad been confined to his room fdr
more than two months.
New Bank.
411.1.••• 1
A new bank is being established sit
Kirk mansville, and will be ready for
the transaction of business in a fey/
days. At a meeting of the steel*:
holders held at Kirkmansville
terdsy, J. N. Pepper was elected
presioeut; J. H. Rowe, first vicel-
presideut ; J. R. Heltsey, second
president; R. E. Gilenn, Jr., cashier'
Long-Brown.
Mr. Henry 0. Long and Miss Lenk
Brown were married at the horns
of the bride at Crofton Tuesday
night at 8:2,0. the Rev. R. L. Melton!,
of the Methodist church, officiating.
The marriage was an event in Croft.
1
ton society. The groom is a pror
gressive young business man, whilt
the bride is a charming young lady,
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M.
Brown.
Dogwood Notes.
DOGWOOD, March 1.—Mr. Mon-
roe Crabtree, a prominent merchant
of near here, and Miss Annie Jones
were married last Wednesday night
at the home of the bride by Rev. B.
F. Hyde. We wish them much hap-
piness.
Mr. Edward W. Clark, of Hopkins
ville, was in this vicinity last week
working in the interest of the Conti-
nental Insurance Co. Mr. Clark is a
hustling young business man and
formerly of this place.
Several of the young people attend
ed the party at Mr. East's last week.
Mr. Warner Wright, of Earlington,
was in this neighborhood recently.
Mr. George West, one of our mer-
chants, has been confined to his bed
with measles several days recently,
but is now able to be in his store
again.
Miss Rebecca White is the guest
of Mr. J. W. Underwood's family at
present.
Miss Pearl Jordon, of Princeton,
was the guest of Mrs. Clark's family
Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. Nick King and wife were the
guests of Mr. Lee King's family Sun-
day.
The social at Miss Fay Barnes'
Tuesday night was very much en-
joyed by all present.
Miss Bina King, who is teaching
school at Shiloh, was at home Sun-
day.
Miss Mina Wood, of Hopk:usville,
is visiting relatives here this week.
Bickers' Shoe Store
New store, new shoes just from the
factory. Styles are the latest,haven't
been here in Hopkinkville 10 years
but are just now coming from the
factory. New store will be opened
in March. Don't buy until you see
these pretty stylish shoes. $1 to $1.50
saved on every pair bought from him,
Fought With Scott.
Wiley Futrill, one of the oldest and
most highly respected men of Trigg
county, is dead of the infirmities of
old age and a severe attack of grip
He was a soldier in the Mexican war
and was with Winfield Scott when
he captured the City of Mexico. He
also fought through the civil war as
a Confederate soldier. During this
war he was captured twice—once at
Fort Donaldson and again at Vicks-
burg, Miss.
Died Near Newstead.
Mrs. Willie Johnson, aged 28 years,
a devout Christian woman„clied
Monday at her home on Dr. J. D.
Clardy's farm ntar Newstead. Fun-
eral services were held Tusday and
the remains were interred at Pee
Dee.
WHAT'S GOING ON
AT THE CAPITAL
(Special to New Era)
FRANKFORT, Ky., March 2.—
The senate today passed the bill
making the circuit clerk instead of
the sheriff a member of the county
election board.
The Lawrence pi niary bill was
taken up in the house in spite of the
adverse report of the committee.
The court of appeals decides I. B.
Nall and Clifton Pratt are not en-
titled to salaries from Jan. 10 to Feb.
15, 1900, as they did not go into office
until the latter date. The decision
was rendered in suits against Audi-
or Coulter.*
A Candy Pulling.
LAFAYETTE, Ky., March 2.—
Monday evening, February the 29th
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. L. J.
Purcell, Miss Laura Purcell enter-
tained her friends with a candy pull-
ing. That day Laura was twelve
years old and had had only three
birthdays. The crowd was composed
of children of both town and country.
Between the hours of eight and
eleven the little lads and lassies were
all laughs and smiles but about
eleven o'clock they were overpower-
ed with drowsiness and repaired to
their homes to dream over the ev ants
of the evening. PLUG.
..soado.::...36111111111a,
Hu OF THE JAPS
IN THE PRESENT STRUC-
CLE WITH SLAVS
State Senator Utley Tells of
His Life Among the
Orientals.
Former State Senator N. W. Utley,
who is to be one of the speakers at
the banquet to be given here next
week by the men of the Baptist
church, his subject being "The Yan-
kee of the Orient", is a stanc6 sym-
pathizer with Japan in the present
war. It is the result of having sr eta
a year or more in Japan ten years ago.
He has a very high opinion of the
courage n d capacities of the. Japan-
ese, and in the cipualities of intelli-
gence and alertness, ranks the Jap-
anese soldiers above the Russians.
"There is a tradition among the
stintural, or hereditary fighting no-
bles of Japan," said M. ' that
the famous Genghis Kahn, who con-
quered China, Turkey and. Southern
Russia in the twelfth and lhirteenth
centuries, was a Japanese, who emi-
grated to Manchuria. The exploits
of Genghis Khan, and his no less fa-
mous grandson, Kublai Khan, are
treasured up as national glories."
The Japanese trace their descent to
the Hittites of the Old Testament,
with a crossing of blood from Amer-
ican aborigines, who came across
Bering Straits to Asia.
Among interesting relics of his
stay in Japan Mr. Utley prizes great-
ly is an antique Samurai sword cen-
turies old. It is shaped much like the
swords in use today, but is much lar-
ger, and the handle is made to be
grasped by both hands. The Sword is
hard-forged, and was a costly instru-
ment, requiring much time to make.
Its temper may be guaged from the
Japanese saying about a fine Samu-
rai weapon, that •'it will out through
an anvil like a knife through a mel-
on." In th )se days the sword makers
divided honors with the soldier,
since, at the last, everything fiepen(-
ed upon the excellence of the weap-
on. Mr. Utley had the sword as a
present from a Japanese in whose
family it was a treasured heirloom.
He has been offered a large sum for
it. but regards it as a relic too valua-
ble in personal associations to be
parted with.
Two Is Too Many.
The Citizens of Hazleton and vi-
cinity have a difficult proposition up
for consideration. It is the choosing
between having the nuisance of two
telephone systems, or all sub-
scribing for the same one. Two sys-
tems are a nuisance, because you are
not able to have a box of each sys
tern and the party you want may be
on the other line. Then it will work
a hardship on the business man be-
cause he is bound to keep both
phones.
The Cumberland people have giv-
en good satisfaction, only occasion-
ally wires would get out of working
order, but either one will get out of
whack occasionally. They have an
excellent system, business thorough-
ly established and long di-Lance
connections to all parts of the coun-
try. This is a point you cannot loose
sight of.
The Independent company that is
figuring on putting a local exchange
in here, can give no better service
and really not as good, the Indepen-
dent can not guarantee that the
sleet and storm will not bother their
telephones because local men own
stock. That is the only inducement
they offer for persons subscribing for
phones. Because it is a boat com-
pany you will be expected to look on
the difficulties and if it is a foreig..
company "give it 11—." This ,is not
a good business proposition.
The Cumberland people were the
first here in business, they came and
gave us the advantage of a telephone
system, and have endeavored to
give good satisfaction and it is due
them that we extend our patronage
in their time of trouble.
The Cumberland will make special
effort to connect each farmer with
this exchange, and we are sure the
service under one management will
be much more satisfaetory.—Hasle-
ton, Lid., Herald. it
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Certainty of cure
tc , from
Specific
 Woad poisoning
(1W,
Foerg Remedy Co., Evansville, Ind.
Capital 1.itoLk $30,0CG Fully Paid.
TSP eertIfiriae its Ith every .lurella4ie of six bot ilea of
FOE'S 1REMEDY
In consideration of Five cMIT!ars($3.00) paid for six bottles of Foerg'sRemedy, this 
__dy cf. 
 190 , and in considera-tion of you us/rig thefe six 1,qtle: ex.1y ...lc-cording to directions, forSpecific Blood Poison or Scrof:rliz. thr uncfersigped agrees to pay to
_rive Dcrlars, rrcer.,idect !.?o benefit is derivedfrom the six bottles, And this cert;fic.zte is returneu to the undersignedqvithin four months.
Tosyn 
 State Signed 
(I'raggiet Sign Here.)We guarantee the payment of Fire Dolle a ( .3.0h) in acco.-dalice with contract printed abort.FjER'; PE,:lEDY (0.. Thigh Mayes, Sec. and Treas.The officers and tnanagers of Therg Remaly Ca.. are kvowne to me perso,utaly as men of integrityand probity, and it is firm belief that all co:41denee can be pled in their statements andrigretittelif S. P. GILLETT, Pre.% Wen: Glazers National Rank, Evansville,
Ar4MX
The above is a copy of our print-d form of gaarantee. This absolutely covers thematter andmeans that if you are not cured every cent of your money v.ill be refunded to you.With the above information before you if you goon suffering from the curse of poisoned blood.either primary. constitutional or as a result of mercurial treatment, don't rail at fate but simplyblame yourself, for here is a cure—absolute and sure. Tainted blood manifests itself in the formof Scrofula. Eczema. Rheumatic pains, stiff or swollen joints, eruptions or copper
-colored spotson the face or body, little ulcers in the mouth or on the tongue, sore throat, swollen tonsils.falling out of the hair or eyebrows and finally a leprous-like decay of the flesh and bones. If youhave any one of these symptoms dont delay till too late but go to your druggist and get a bottle of
FOERG'S REMEDY THE GREATBLOOD PURIFIER
ALL DRUGGISTS GUARANTEE IT.
If your druggist does not handle this remedy send us $1 00 for one bottle or $5.00 for sixbottles and absolute guarantee fac-simile of which is published above. All packages sent inplain wrappers. All correspondence strictly confidential.
FOERG REMEDY CO., . Evansville, Ind.
Sold locally by
Farmer Disappears.
J. F. Gray, a prominent farmer
and stock raiser, living nine miles
south of Princeton, has mysteriously
disappeared. It is thought he became
despondent and crazed over financial
business, as be owed considerable
amounts to different parties and find-
ing himself unable to meet the -obli-
gations. He left home a week ago,
not telling where he was going or
when he would return. Nothing has
been heard of him.
A PROMINENT
FARMER KILLED
HENDERSON, Ky., March 2 —
Isaac Terry, a wealthy farmer and An alarm of lire was turned in this
stock dealer at Lacky, Floyd county, morning from Vine street. The
was shot and killed today by Robin home of a colored man caught on
Wicker, a merchant at Kezer, Knott fire and was put out with a few buck-
county. Terry was drunk and eta of water. The services of the de-
Ithreatened Wicker's life. partment were not needed.
HERE IS A MYSTERY
WHAT'STHE T. C. COINC
TO DO?
Watch Out Now For Some-
thing Big To Happen
In Near Future.
Mystery is in the air regarding the
Tennessee Central railroad, says the
Nashville American. The road will
retire from the Nashville Car Ser-
vice association today, and it is be-
lieved this means more than appaz.
ent on the surface. A person con-
nected with the road is quoted as
saying that the people might watch
for something big to happen in the
next few weeks, but no intimation of
what it is to be would be given. It
may mean a union with the Illinois
Central railroad, as it is understood
certain orders were issued recently
on that system relating to the Ten-
nessee Central. What these orders
were, is a, matter of which nothing
can be learned. It may mean a 'Fris-
co alliance or a deal In which the
Southern Railway will be interested.
There is no telling what it means. It
brings up all of the old stories, how-
ever, and the outcome, if there is an
outcome, will be awaited with inter-
est.
Small Blaze.
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I Start in Time
„
1
I I
FORBES PIFG. C
•
511
Os.
t
TAKES a long time, even in these days of per-
fect facilities for rapid construction, to bnild a
perfectly appointed house The plans rave
t first to be decided on, and then estimates got-
ten on them to see if they come within the
limit of the owner's means. This test often results
in the plans being altered and reduced. Completing
the plans arid getting final estimates takes up fur-
ther time and the owner often finds that at the time
he hoped to have his house completed, it is really
just begun. Hence the wisdom of an early start must
be apparent to all. A SPRING AND SUMMER
BUILT HOUSE is the best, an early autumn built
one fs all right but if any delay arises because of the
failure of some special feature or material to an ive
in time the autumn venture results in a WIN-II-4Z
BUILT HOUSE, which is the worst of all. It is far
better to have one's residence finished early, and
then the fences, outhouses, pavements and sodding
can all be done and the yard nicely settled before the
winter mud becomes a nuisance. Finally, building
is always cheaper in the spring and summer for the
very reason that most people put if off too long and
then there's a rush to get done before winter.
Begin in time and get us to do your work and
you will make no mistake, for we have been 25 years
perfecting the organization of our building business.
WE BUILD THE BEST HOUSES
IN THE STATE
MWAMPAMMWMAMMANN
4M.
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Samples For Exhibits.
Bankers in the city have received
from R. E. Hughes, of Louisville,
director of Kentucky exhibits at
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition,
the following letter which the New
Era is requested to publish:
The drouth last year was union
more severe and far-reaahing than
was at first supposec. Coming in the
year immediately preceding the
World's Fair at St. Louis its effect
has been keenly felt by those who
have had to do with the collection of
agricultural samples for the display.
A sufficient number of products have
been gathered to fill the exhibit
space, but the representation does
\ pot include all the counties by any
•
Alitven't some of the farmers of
Jur county brought into your bank
ince the harvest periods agricultur-
id specimens that will do for the ex-
position? If so, won't you pack them
at once and ship "collect" without
delay to "Kentucky World's Fair
Commission, Louisville."
We want corn, wheat, rye, oats,
tobacco, vegetables of all kinds and
in fact everything classified as an ag-
ricultural product. Please rush in
everything you have. We are mak-
ing up carloads for shipment from
Louisville. All shipments should
reach Louisville by March 10.
ese
 les
FOR SALE—A new high-grade
--and lateet improved cash register.
Will sell it cheap. Apply at the
dezirtf NEW ERA OFFICE.
.1410%
city.
We have the nicest collection of
Diamonds ever shown id the city,
nd at rock bottom prices. We buy
tohct and save the jobbers profit
e import duty, which enables
sell 10 to 20 per cent.
 
less than
gust dealers.
We are sole agents for Hawke's
Jut Glass—bought direct from fac-
tory.
We are sole agents for Gorham's
lurest finest and best Sterling Silver
-buy direct from the factory and
lave 10 per cent.We have three of the very best
watchm%kers and engravers. All
, work guaranteed. Don't trust your
fine watch, clock and jewely work to
a -tinker" who will ruin it.
Bring your diamonds dow%—have
d - them cleaned and examined by ex-
perts—we can reset them while you
wait.
R. C.
•N-
krainc
Hardwick
has the
most
complete
stock of
Drugs
e460,46 in Hop-
'kinsville
Special attention g iven to
family receipts and physi-
cian's prescriptions.
v"
JEWELRY
Our
Jewelry
Stock is
the finest
and most
attractive'
War News.
(Cablegram.)
PARIS, March 2.—The Japanese
are concentrating at Ping Yang, and
.an engagement it Northern Korea is
imminent.
CHINAMEN ARE IN
A VERY BAD FIX.
(Cablegram.)
ST. PETERSBURG, March 2.—
Tweuty Chineee have been arrested
at 41'ort Arthur for signaling to
Japanese war ships.
FEELING AGAINST
THE ANGLO-SAXONS.
(Special to New Era)
WASHINGTON, D. C., March 2.—
Russian Ambassador Cassini says
the sentiment in America is a bitter
disappointment to the Russians and
that there is much feeeling in his
country against the Anglo-Saxons.
FORCES ARE SENT
OUT AS FEELERS.
(Cablegram.)
SEOUL, Korea, March 2.—Ad-
vices from the north report that 2,400
Russians are at Chong-Ju, 500 at Ku-
song, at 50 as Anju. These forces
probably are only feelers sent out to
locate the position of the Japanese.
All the Americans formerly at Sun-
Chun,: with the exception of one
family, have arrived at Ping Yang.
The Emperor of Corea has dis-
solved the organization of the pedd-
lars' gUild, which has been a dis-
turbing factor in the situatioa.
eV 
SHORT OF RATIONS
AT PORT ARTHUR.
i(Speeial to New Era.)
NE* YORK, March 2.—A report
from l'ipart Arthur states, says a dis-
patch from Tien Tamil to the Ameri-
can, that the town is already on
short rations and that prices of food
stuffs are exorbitant. Few if any
civilians are left, but there enough
to feed to occasion anxiety on the
part of be authorities and hunger is
feared more than the Japanese
shells.
PREMIER KATSURA OF JAPAN.
Count! Katsura is Japan's premier
and minister of the interior. Soldier
as well1 as statesman. be received his
GENERAL COUNT TARO HATSURA.
military education at a German war
college and is a field marshal in Ja-pan s tniy.
Back at Paducah.
I The Imperial Tobacco company,in the ; the big British concern that bought
. some tobacco in this section early in
the year fOr its etemmery at Fifth
and Clark streets, will shortly begin
buying again. It will purchase
about a million pounds of the best
quality of dark tobacco at good
prices. Tie work at the stemnriery
, will give apployment to about 75
people
This is doe most encouraging news
with regarfi to the tobacco market
that has ccime out for some time.—
Paducah liews Democrat.
Attention Proper-
t Owners!
Do you} really want to
sell Sour property?
We are bringing buy-
ers to this county.
Two will be here next
weelt. We mean bus-
iness. Do you? List
your property today
with MANSFIELD tiEt.
COMPANY,
Office with Hunter
Wood 411 Son Hopper
Building dltwIt
UNIQUE SERVICES
HELD AT THE CHRISTIAN
CHURCH.
The Attendance Was Large
and the Exercises Of Un-
usual Interest.
A beautiful day and the unique
character of the service brought a
large congregation to the Christian
church Sunday morning. The peo-
ple began to arrive at the church
almost an hour before the time, and
when the pastor began to call the
roll pews and aisles were full. The
Lord's Supper was first celebrated,
Mr. Chas. H. Bush presiding at the
sacred feast, and the choir singing
"Tis Midnight" as a communion
hymn.
The pastor called more than 600
names. Many did not answer, some
owing to sickness, some owing to ab-
sence from town and Some for rea-
sons not known to the pastor. But
many were present also, and the ser-
vice was calculated to impress the
church with _a proper sense of its
own strength and possible usefulness.
The roll call was a preliminary to the
annual offering to foreign omissions
which is to be made in all the
Churches of the Disciples through-
out the world next Lord's Day morn-
ing.
Special responses were made as
follows: Mr. T. D. Armstead at the
call of his name led a responsive Bi-
ble reading on the subject of mis-
sions. Mr. Chas. H.Bush responded
by leading in prayer. At the call of
Miss Edith Boulware's name the.
choir sang "Jeses shall reign where-
ever the sun." Mr. T. W. Long gave
a short address enforced by an object
lesson the apparatus of which con-
sisted of five streamers whose lengths
represented severally the annual ex-
penditures of the people of the
United States for spirituous liquors,
or tobacco, for popular amusements,
ior chewing gum and for foreign
missions. The longest of these—fifty
feet—represented the liquor bill, the
shortest—three inches—represented
the bill for foreign missions.
One of the very best things of the
service was little Miss Ruth Old-
ham's reading entitled "Twenty
cents a year," this amount being
that of the average Disciple's offer-
ing to foreign 111196i0US.
In response to her name Miss Nell
Donaldnin sang most impressively
"My life, my all, I have given to
Thee." Prot. Smith answered in a
very happy and telling speech ,based
upon some facts exhibited on some
charts displayed at either side of the
pulpit. He showed how small a pro-
portion of the heathen world had
been converted—only a few millions
at most out of more than a thousand
million. He then showed how very
rapidly the number of converts were
being multiplied. His address was
a solemn call of an urgent need and
a great encouragement to answer lb.
When Miss Hattie Hale's name
was called the choir and congrega-
tion stood and sung the familiar
words of "When the roll is called up
yonder." Rev. W. B. Wright then
pronounced the benediction.
Mrs. J. R. Armistead took Miss
Nan Long's place at the organ, the
latter being kept from the service
by the obsequies of her cousin, Miss
Gaut. Mrs. Armistead rendered ex-
cellent service.
It is confidently expected that the
service will add not a few dollars to
the offering of last year to foreign
missions.
Rev. Geo. C. Abbitt did not speak
at night as had b3en expected and
announced. He was detained at his
home by the illness of his father-in-
law. In his stead Rev. Mr. Bond of
the School of the Evangelists, Kim-
berlin Heights, Tenn., spoke of the
school. His address contained inter-
eating information about a great en-
terprise.
Troubled with rheumatism? Then
why not do as others have done—take Dr., Thaeber's Liver and Bloodsyrup and b• cured?
Kentucky Pensions.
Thirty-eight widows of vete' ans of
the war of 1812 are shown in a list
compiled at the pension office in
Louisville to show men and women
who are drawing pensions in Ken-
tucky. There are 1,116 widows of
veterans of this war drawing pen-
slobs in the United States.
Mexican war pensions are numer-
ous in Kentucky. The Louisville
pensions office sends checks to 307
survivors orthis campaign and to 413
of their widows. This is a larger
number than go to the Spanish-
American war veterans and their
wives. Three hundred and fifty
Spanish-American soldiers give
vouchers for pensions to the Louis-
ville office, 'and 148 widows.
During the last fiscal year the
Louisville agency disbursed $3,952,-
045 for pensions the . number on the
roll being 28,585.
• Bickers' Shoe Store
• Your foot will not be dressed styl-
ish unless you wait and get a pair of
pretty shoes from this store. $1 to
$2.50 saved on every pair bought
from him. New store, new shoes,
not old shelf-worn shoes to select
from. 'Every thing new.
AT FRANKFORT.
(Special to New Era)
F.RA,NKFORT, Ky., March 1.—A
resolution urging a committee inves-
tigation of the department of agricul-
ture on account of too much expense
as shown by the last report was car-
ried.
The house bill repealing the law
placing a license tax on manufactur-
ed tobacco passed the senate.
The substitute. for the Sharp ,pri-
mary bill was shelved in the house.
YOUNG CORBETT WON.
(Special to New Era)
SAN FRANCISCO, March. 1.—In
one of the hardest fights which was
ever seen on the coast Young Cor-
bett last night dt feated Dave Sulli-
van, of Brooklyn, in the eleventh
round of what was to have been a
twenty-round bout.
Ancient Coach.
An old time coach was received at
the Illinois Central shops Sunday to
be repaired. It came from the little
Cadiz railroad.
The coach Is a combination car,
having three apartments, one for
white passengers, one for colored
passengers and the last for baggage.
The seats are cc nstructed solely of
wood and the car is a very dilapi-
ated pleoe of 1119C 1 tni4ta ft w.o s
one of the first passenger coaches ev-
er made in the South.
The • Cadiz railroad is about ten
miles long, extending from Cadiz to
Gracey, Ky.—Paducah News-Demo-
crat.
Cards Sent Out.
Announcements as follows have
been received by friends in the city:
Doctor Richard H. Wilson
of
Charlottsville, Virginia
announces the marriage of his sister
Margaret Smith,
to
Eugene Morrison, Jr.
Tuesday, Febuary twenty-third,
nineteen hundred and four,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
At HOMO
Pembroke, Kentucky.
OneIVInute ----Cougheure
For counbs. Colds and Croup.
The South Ken-
tucky Building &
Loan Association
will help you on
easy monthly pay-
ments.
If you want to
save money and be
getting interest on
it all the time let
us sell you some
?? stock as an invest-
ment.
Por particulars address
Henry C. Gant, Pres.
J. E. McPherson, Sec
Don't
You
Want
To
Own'
Your
Own
Home
TO COTTON FIELDS
NEGROES FROM THIS RE-
GION ARE GOING.
Leaving Tobacco Patches In
Large Numbers.—Write
Encouragingly Home.
What might be termed an exodus is
now on among the colored people of
this region. Some time since many
negroes left this section and went to
the state of Mississippi to engage in
raising cotton. They have made
money there, and are now writting
letters of encouragement to friends
importuning them to come. The ne-
gro farmer of this section has for
years been engaged in growing to-
bacco, and has been able to •derive
from his labor a living, but since the
failure of the crop the past year and
the very low prices in the weed that
have followed he is now griiatly op-
pressed and is anxiously looking for
a change.
This movement has ntarted among
the colored farmers, and it is spread-
ing worse than a gold fever, and al-
ready many of them are disposing of
their properties, such as they pos-
sess, preparatory to launching their
ships into the cotton fields of old
Mississippi—the land of the cotton
blossom. 
•
Big cotton growers throughout that
state have agents in this section so-
liciting colored labor for their plan-
tations, and are offering them homes
and supplies in advance, which is, of
course, a very great inducement.
The immigration from here to that
state and other cotton states from
this section for the next few months
will be something immense, as they
are anxious for a change of labor,
and the cotton field offers the best
inducement held up for the negro at
present, owing to the high prices in
cotton.
Convention Called.
The Seventh district Democratic
committee at Frankfort Monday
called a delegate convention to meet,
at Lexington May 12 to nominate a (He visited Mayfield company Tues-
day night. His other dates are:candidate to succeed Congressman
Tues-South Trimble in congress. Con- Company D, Hopkinsville,
dgressman Trimble favored a primaryay, March 8; Company E, Madi. on ,
villa, Thursday March 10; Companybut his opponents combined in favor
F, Greenville, Friday, March 11.of a convention.
AUTOMATIC
Telephone Objectionable
For Many Reasons.
• Mr. R. M. Booth, a well known cit-
izen of Evansville, Ind., an expert in
telegraph and telephone matters and
who has the proud distinction of
having operated the first telegraph
instrument in the city of Evansville,
in a communication to the Evans-
ville Courier. in January last re-
garding the "automatic" telephone
says in substauce, that if for nothing
else it is objectionable for the fol-
lowing reasons, to wit:
1. "A business man paying for tel-
ephone service wants somebody else
to do the work, and the work at-
tached to manipulating the automat-
ic dial, granting that .the system is
mechanically practicable,would con-
sume too much effort and time. This
Is especially true in instances where
a number of calls are to be made con-
secutively.
2. "After dark, or at night, the
numbers on the dial could not be
seen without a light right at the in-
strument. It is rather expensive to
provide the light in stores, and we
are so accustomed to calling up in
the dark from our homes, that it
would be rather inconvenient, and in
some cases, impossible to provide a
light. Incandescent and gas lights
are usually in the center of the rooms,
while the telephone must be on WI
wall, and in most cases in the hall-
ways. A one-armed man would be in
a bad fix, at best.
3. "A person whose eyesight is im-
paired or defective could not see the
numbers on the dial and, unfortun-
ately there are blind folks who must
be reckoned with.
4. "Children are often sent to the
telephone to make calls and it would
be rather difficult to verse them suf •
ficiently with mechanical mathemat-
iC8 to enable them to compute the
numbers with the dial on the auto-
matic." d 1 t
Tour of Inspection.
Maj. E. B. Bassett, who is making
Stomach Congestion.
Mr. James R. Woosley, a highly
ekteeined farmer of the Sinking
Fork vicinity, is dead after a brief
illness. Congestion of the stomach
caused death. He was eighty-two
years of age.
Mrs. Owens' Death.
k From Thursday's Daily.)
The death of Mrs. M. A. Owens,
four miles north of this city, occurred
at 4:30 a. m. today. She was forty-
six years old, and a member of the
Baptist church and a faithful Chris-
tian woman. She had been sick for
only a short time. She was afflicted
with erysipelas and Tuesday even-
ing she was paralyzed, from which
her death resulted this morning.
Funeral services will be held at the
grave tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock
at Hopewell cemetery.
Something
 
New
A Palatable
Castor Oil..
Castor Oil is the best and
safest cathartic knowA, but
most people dislike it on ac-
account of its nauseating
taste This we have overcome
in our new preparation of
Castor Oil. It is so pleasant
to take that even the child-
ren like it. It cost na more
than the old fashion nauseat-
ing oil Sold in any quan-
tity.
a tour of Inspection of the Third reg-
iment, K. S. G., will inspect the
Wheeler guards at Paducah tonight.
C
OF
What
Is one of the most
delicious and ap-
petizing Breakfast
Foods known to
the public. Is
STERILIZED!
and especially rec-
ommended for
persons of weak
digestion
T Cooper
'ft COMPANY
Wholesale dc Retail Grocers.COOK & HEINS. Red 'Front Phone 116
a
die
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Announcements of Marriages and Deaths,not exceeding dye lines, and notices ofpreaching published gratis.Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Respect,Shadother similar notices, five cents per line
When a woman nally thinks of a
place to put her nil oney where no-
body would ever ttink of looking for
it, it is Very trying indeed for her to
forget where it is lerself.
President John ;Mitchell, of the
United Mineworkers, denies the cur-
rent report that he contemplates re-
signing.
Senator A. H. Hargis has Bled suit
against his brother, Judge James
Hargis, at Jackson, for a dissolution
of the firm of Hargis Brothere, al-
leging incompatibility of temper and
failure to agree upon a settlement.
The amout involve I is estimated at
about $150,000.
The senate at Washington adopted
an amendment to the agricutural ap-
propriation bill providiog;$50,000 for
experiments in stock ibreeding in non
corn growing states.
Senator Hanna is dead acid Gene-
ral Doctor Leonard Wood takes cou-
rage. An immediate effort will be
made to confirm his appoititineut.
Cautious oongressinan think that
an adjournment may be reachedin
two month. Every epublican but
senator Spooner has adopted the
policy of sileuce. He can't.
The predacious Platt of Connect i-
cat carries the easiest Public consci-
enc.' e in the senate. He could not en•dure to see justice done to ex Queen
Lili iokalani whom Chis country
robbed not only of heti crowd lands
and their revenue but Cf her privatefortune. "Let these royal womenlook out for themseiveci," It his way
of compouecling mercy !n-ith justice.
It is easy to comprehend why Co-
-ABOUT THAT COAT
You wear a coat. Why?To keep the cold out? Noto keep the wa:rmth in.What of the body that hasno warmth—the shin, poorbody that lacks tile healthyflesh and fat it needs ?
For such we say that Scott'sEmulsion provides 1 the rightkind of a coat. N, hy ? Be-cause Scott's Emuls on buildsfirm, solid flesh nd sup-plies just enough at to fill
nature's requirements — no
more. That mea4s bodily
warmth. 1
We'll send you a sample free upon request.SCOTT ft POW ME, aoo Pearl Street. New Yort.
. 
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OTHER WORLDS.
Our sole knowledge of the peo-ple on other worlds and how farthe people there differ from ourinhabitants, can only be guessed bycomparison with animal nature on thissmall sphere of ours. More importantto us is a knowledge of ourselves.
"KNow Tifvsnix" was an old Greekthought. How to take care of one'sown body is not so simple as some think;the human mechanism is a wonderfulthing and requires watching.
One man who has done more to teachthe American people how to care for theirbodies than almost any other, is Dr. R. V.Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y., the Author of the"Common Sense Medical Adviser." Hesays: It is not the quantity of the foodeaten which produces strength and health(for some people can keep strong on a verymeagre diet.), but it is how much food isabsorbed and assimilated by the blood andcarried to nourish every organ of the body.It is, therefore, vitally necessary for thebody that the stomach be in a healthystate. If disease of the stomach, or what iscalled "stomach trouble," prevents propernutrition then the heart, liver, lungs, andkidneys do not get proper food—they arenot fed on rich red blood, and in conse-quence, begin to show signs of distress.Outwardly these stpss may be pimplesand eruptions on skin, pale face, sleeplessnights, tired, languid feelings, or, by reasonof the nerves not being fed on pure blood,they become starved, and we receive awarning in the pain we call neuralgia.Rheumatism, too, is a blood disease. Afteryears of practice and study Dr. Piercefound that an Alterative Extract, which henamed "Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-covery," made from the extracts of severalplants, invariably produced a tonic effectupon the system. It helped the process ofabsorption of the healthy elements in thefood and increased the red corpuscles ofthe blood, as well as eliminated the poisonsfrom the system.
Business is business. No time for head-aches. Constipation causes them. DoctorPierce's Pleasant Pellets cure them by cur-ing the cause. Laxative and mild.
lumbia has closed her legation at
Washington. It is equally easy to
divine what she would do next if
she were as strong as Germany or
Great Britain. But then we should-
n't have committed the robbery.
CALL IS ISSUED
Efforts to unite the factions of the
Populist party have bean successful,
and official call has been issued for a
national convention, to be held at
Springfield, Ill., on July 4, for the
purpose of nominating candidates
for the offices of president and vice
president of the United States and
formulating a national platform.
The baais of representation is onedelegate from each con ;ressional dis-
trict in each state, with an addition-
al delegate-at-large for each state for
each 2.000 of majority fraction there-
of cast for Gen. James B. Weaver for
president in 1892; the Indian Terri-
tory and Oklahoma Territory five
delegates each and three delegates
from each of the other territories.
NO TIME TO LOSEThe Kentucky World's Fair com-
mission is being urged by the expo-
sition officials to forward exhibits to
St. Louis without delay. Freight
coneestion is threatened. Thirty
thousand cars, full of exhibits, are
expected to reach the world's fair
city in the next five weeks. The Ken-
tucky commission is leaving no stone
upturned to have every Kentuckydisplay ready oil time—April 30. Todo this it must have all exhibits at
the exposition grounds April 1.Couutiug delays that are utlavoida-tile during a freight congestion, this
means tbat shipments in ear load
lots should leave Louisvill,
 not later
than March 16. Exhibitors are urged
to rush their samples and specimensto "Kentucky World'. Fair Commis-
sion, Louisville."
-am 
Sells Out.
Mr. George M. Steel has sold hishorse shoeing establishment on
Seventh street to Mr. J. H. Clayton
and he and his family will remove
to Nortonville where they will ,as-
sume charge of the Nortonville ho.
tel. The many friends of Mr. Steel
and his estimable family will learn
with regret that they are going toleave this community.
Mr. Clayton will continue thebusiness at the same stand. 'He hasbeen with Mr. Steel for several yearsand is thoroughly versed in the busi-
ness. Mr. George Elgin, who nowhas charge of the Nortonville hotelhas not yet decided what he will dobut has several flattering offers un-der consideration to manage otherhotels.
One Minute C."—ough-OureFor Coughs, Colds and Croup.
Sunday
School
Lesson
MarK
den text, Ps.cvii,
29 Commentary
prepared by Rev.
D. M. Stearns.
Lesson vii, 1st Q
[Copyright, 1903, by !arteries/1 Press Association.]While the lesson committee seems tohave had no regard to the sequence or
order of events, there is no event in thelife of Christ, nor is there any record
In all Scripture, in which we may notfind undreamed of breadths and lengthsand depths and heights of eternal real-ities for our soul's nourishment andgrowth. After the events of the Sab-bath day lesson which we had two
weeks ago it is probable that Jesuschose the twelve apostles, repeatedpart of the sermon on the mount on aplain, healed the centurion's servant,raised the widow's son, answeredJohn's messengers and was anointedin Simon the Pharisee's house.In the latter chapter the account ofthe stilling of the storm is immediatelypreceded by His wonderful words, "Mymother and my brethren are thesewhich hear the word of God and do it"(Luke viii, 21), and somewhat similarare His words in Matt. iii, 50, "Who-soever shall do the will of My Father
which is in heaven, the same is Mybrother and sister and mother." Letus yield fully to the will of God, to door to suffer, and enter into the joy ofthis marvelous relationship and hearHim day by day say, to us: "Let uspass over." "Let us go" (verse 35;John xiv, 31). He leads; we follow.He commands; we obey. He works;we yield ourselves to Him that Hemay work in us and through us all Hisgood pleasure.
It was evening when they started tocross the lake, and He had Just finish-ed speaking many parables and teach-ing them many things and was evi-dently weary in body. That may pos-sibly be the significance of Mark's re-mark, "They took Him even as Hewas." As they sailed He fell asleep,possibly while communing with IllsFather about the events of the day, forHe was truly a man, and the greatstorm that suddenly swept down uponthe lake did not awaken Him. Therewas nothing in His soul but perfectpole°, and such a mind can sleep•qulet-ly under any circumstances. Even I,a sinner saved by grace, have provedit in storms at sea and dangers onland. He has told us that we shallmeet storms as we journey day byday, hut pence through all is our priv-ilege (John xiv. 1, 27; xvi. 33; Matt.xxiv. 6). Ofttimes He seems to us tobe indifferent as to what is happeningto us, but He does care always. andI Cor. x. 13. stands, and no trial evercontinues longer than is really neces-sary for His glory and for our highestgood.
As to perishing, it is impossible fora vessel to be lost that has Christ init. It is impossible for one of Hissheep to perish, and His own wordstands to that effect in John x, 27-29,end there. is tiothinE in the word thnt
uarter, March 6.can pOSSTDry C01`.1:-...ti!c—.- trt-/7,-,- rrr--.-err=1 words of His, for all is written by theHoly Spirit, and the Holy Spirit can-not contradict Himself. Let Phil. i. 6:, II Tim. 1, 12, confirm the above pas-sage, and let I John ii, 19, explain whysome who seem to be His wander1 away. As to Ueb. vi, 4-6, some one has;i well said that each statement there! might have been true of Balatun or! Judas Iscariot who certainly neverwere redeemed.
Calthly our Lord slept through all thestorm. calmly He arose when theyawoke Him and calmly He uttered Hismighty "Peace, be still!" and there wasa great calm. The first Adam wasgiven dominion over all things, but hesoon lost it. In the last Adam all shallbe fully restored, and this is but asample of the dominion that shall beours with Him over all things, andeven over death itself (I Cor. xv, 24-28:Rev. v, 9, 10). One has said that thedestructive powers of creation are, b4cause of man's sin, in the service ofevil spirits, but our Lord has all powerIn heaven and on earth. He is thePrince of Peace, He is the Peace ofGod, and where He rules there will al-ways be a great calm (Col. iii. 15; Isa.Ii, 6, 7; lux'', 1, 17). Why troubled?Why fearful? Why weeping? Why solittle faith? (Verse 40; Matt. viii, 26;Luke xxiv, 38; John xx. 13.)These are the questions He asks ofHis disciples, and they are very perti-nent questions always, and perhapsfor you just now. The answers mightbe various, such as: Lord, I can't seethat Thou lovest me when things areas they are with me. I can't seem tofeel thy presence, Lord. I have prayedearnestly, and there seems to be noanswer. My enemies threaten me. myfriends fail me, my health is gone, Ihave no assurance of salvation, etc.Whatever the cause of unrest, youoseeIt is all I, my, me, self Occupation orseeing the waves and the storm. Theremedy is seeing Jesus, hearing Hisvoice, seeing Him work, believing Hislove and resting in it our hearts cry-ing, "Behold. God is my salvation; Iwill trust and not be afraid!" or "Whattime I am afraid I will trust in thee"(lea. ail, 2; Ps. lvi, 3, 11).
Yes, even the wind and the sea obeyHim, all creatures obey Him, fishesgreat and small, lions and all wildbeasts and birds. all angels and allthe orbs in the universe, and only menand demons are in rebellion; but yet toHim every knee shall yet bow to theglory of God the Father (Phil. ii, 10,11). The lost shall acknowledge thatHe is just as they are sent away byHim to their own place, while all theredeemed shall rejoice in His righteousreign. What manner of man is this?He is the Son of Man, Son of David,Son of Abraham, God manifest in theflesh.
Women and Jewels.
Jewels, candy, flowers, man—thatis the order of a woman's preferen-ces. Jewels form a magnet of mightypower to the average woman. Eventhat greatest of all jewels, health, Isoften ruined in toe strenuous effortsto make or save the money to pur-chase them. If a woman will riskher health to get a coveted gem,thenlet her fortify herself against the in-siduous consequences of coughs,colds and bronchial affections by theregular use of Dr. Boschee's Syrup.,It will promptly arrest consumptionin its early stages and heal the af-fected lungs and bronchial tubes and idrive the dread disease from thesystem. It is not a cure-all, but it is'a certain cure for coughs, colds and reaches an age when it should be able tcall bronchial troubles. Price 25c contr.& the passage, it is yet afflicted witand 76c. i bed-wetting, ci.:Tend upon it. +1,,t: cause oi ere difficulty is kidney troliti!,-, and the firsr,en should be towards , h..; treatment c'
Justice Harlan of the supreme court 'i these important organs. This unpleazaistartled the youth at the Columbian 1 troeble is due to a diseased condition cf thc
, kPaeys and bladder and not to a habit ar
Law School in Washington the other I most people suppose.day by exclaiming,"Let us hope thati Women as well as men are madc /nththis great instrument (Constitution! and both need the sarric. great remedy
...!able with kidney and bladder trouble,
of the United States) which has ser- i The mild and the immediate effect e•ved so well, will weather the 
storms; Swamp-Root is soon realizea. It is soh.
, by druggists, in fifty-which the ambitions of certain men cent and one dollar
sizes. i You 
me 
by 
hav-. aare creating in an effort to make this 
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mailcountry a world power." The justice free, also 
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optta.mphlet tell- Home of ST-amo4toot.is a Republican. ) log all about it, including many of the
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i thousands of testimonial letters receivee.
The Kind You Have Always Bought 
, ft:orrali:suffehr.ers cured. In writing Dr. KilmerCi 9E°
' & Co o.nBtinfshvaamocto.n, N. Y., be tare sinc
t
, 
I Don't make any mistake, but le
, member the name, Swamp-Root, Dr.
Women as Well as Men
Are Made Miserable by
Kidney Trouble.
Kidney trouble Treys upor tie mind, disuourages and 'essens ambition; beauty, vige,:
and cheerfulness srdisappear when the ki,j,
neys are o.at of or.4e
or disease-i
Kidney troubk: hbecome so prevaie:,
that it is not uncomm<2;for a child to be bnir
afflicted with weak kid
neys. If the child urin
ates too often, if th•
.irine scalds the flesh or if, when the chii<
Ps
Beare the
Signature
of
t Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and the ad-You Know What You Are dress, Binghampton, N. Y., on everyTaking ;bottle.
When you take Grove's TastelessChill Tonic because the formula is'plainly printed on every bottle show-ing that it is simply Iron and Quin-ine in a tasteless form. No Cure, No;Pay. 60c.
1
It Keeps the Feet Warm and
Dry.
Ask today:for Alien's Foot-Ease, apowder. It cures Chilblains, Swol-len, Sweating, Sore, Aching, Damp-feet. At all druggist and shoe stores,25c. 824w
Brain-Food Nonsense.
Another ridiculous food fad hasbeen branded by the most competent
authorities.. They have dispelled the
silly notion that one kind of food is
needed for brain, another for mus-
cles, and still another for bones. A
correct diet will not only nourish aparticular part of the body, but itwill sustain every other part. Yet,however good your food may be, itsnutriment is destroyed by indiges-tion or dyspepsia. You must preparefor their appearance or prevent theircoming by taking regular doses ofGreen's August Flower, the favoritemedicine of the healthy millions. Afew doses aids digestion, stimulatesthe liver to healthy action, purifies
Little Early Risers
DeWitt',"
.g. 
1
 
the blood, and makes you feet buoy-Tim ftintaus little On ant and vigorous. Price 260 nd 75c
a --vs
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• • -•••• " FOR CHILrJREN
—ad -4 Makes teething ear, regulates
-
—
 • the bowels and st , lad!, stops
 
 crying, cures summer complaint. r-AssEak.Mayor Yewell of Owensboro, Kr, 
— 
 
says: "Our baby was wafting awaywhile teething. His bowels seemed 
-.— ..=•-xsxIii..yond control. Three physicians gave him up. Owens Pink Mixture saved his hie. / cannot sitv enough. 
Nose genuine without this
stgaature on every package:
It saved oui tJaby." •
Poe sample and book tree,
•=11
1Sc. sad Sk. honks. So
/flossy back if aotatiafacto
addrsas TtIE FLOYD MEDICINE CO., DETROIT, MICH.Arsi FLOYD'S DYSPEPSIA 'TABLETS '44c.`"s1=7,idttakb=Sold by L. L. Elgin, Ray & Fowler, J.O.R. C. Hardwick. Cook & Higgins.
PRIG,
Thoroughbred Bay Horse,
16 Hands I Inch. Fine Individual.
Will Make the Season
of 1904 at
W. A. RADFORD'S FARM
Three Miles South of
Pembroke, Ky., at
$10 TO INSURE!
 4111WWIMIIM 
Nasal
CATARRH
In all its stages.
Ely's Cream Balm
cleanses, soothes and heals
the diseased membraue.
It cures catarrh and drives
sway a cold la the head
quickly.
Creams Balm is placed into the nostrils, spreadsover the membrane and is absorbed. Randle im-mediate and a care follows. It is not drying—doesnot produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Doorgists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents.
ICLY BROTHERS, 66 Warren Street, New Yost
marNothing has ever equalled it
Nothing can ever surpass it.
Dr. King's
New Discovery
For ratiliell'N price
v01.116 auk 511c & 4$1.11
A Perfect For All Throat and
Cure: Lung Troubles.
Money back if it fails. Trial Bottles fres.
SENT FREE
to housekeepers
Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef
Cook Book
telling how to pre,are delicatand delicious dishes.
4ddress 1.iebig Co., P. 0 Box 27 F
New Vork
Dr. R. L.
Bradley,
VETERINARY
SURGEON.
Specialist in Surgery, Foot and LegLameness and Dentistry. Castration
of Stallions; firing by the new pro-
cess. Very special surgical opera-tions for the cure of Spavins andStringhalt. Nenrotomy for the cure
of Lameness in Vsvicular Disease.
Will open up an office at Mr.CurtisSkerritt's livery stable, E. 9th, nearL. & N. depot, about March 10, 1904,
where he will be pleased to meet his
old customers.
<"r_S C. Illinois
Railroa.
TIME
CENTRAL>,
„
VALLE`
RGUTE
" Paducah
" Cairo
Arrives
 St. Louis
Arrives Chicago
CARI)
Effective Sunday, Nov. 15thNO, 338, DAILY.Leaves Hopkinsville 6 4e a rnArrives Priecetou., 79 2405a
 m
 11:36 am
-
 6.16
 p m 
 10:00 p m
•11,..11MINMEM.
NO. 334, DAILY Leaves Hopkinsville 11 :30 a mArrives Princeton 12:85 p m
6 .00 p m
6.46 pmLeaves Princeton 12:48 p mArrives Louisville 5435 p mLeaves Princeton. 2.32 p mArrives Paducah. 4.16 p mArrives Memphis 10'60 p mArrives New 0?leins 10:00 a m
" Henderson. 
" Evansville. 
NO 340 DAILYLeaves Hopkinsville 
 4.30 p mArrives
 Princeton.. 630
 p mLeaves Princeton 3-08 a mArrives Louisville
Leaves PrincetoaArrives Memphis
7.60 am
2.23 am
8.20 am" New Orleans 7.56 p m
No 341 daily ar. 7 :60 a mNo 333 daily arrives 3:40 p mNo 331 daily, arrives 11:10 p
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A.Louisville, Ky.E. M. SHERWOOD, AgentHopkinsville, Ky
J. W. SMITH,
Veterinary Surgeod
At Layne & Moseley's stable, 9tt.St. Telephone MO.
Hunter Wood, Hunter Wood JrHunter Wood Ca Sons
Attys-at-Law.Office In Hopper Block upstairsover Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, : KENTUCKY. \or-Special attention to cases inbankruptcy.
CZMANLIS
ORIENTAL
SEXUAL
PILLS
Preept, tosSfsrOM for Impotence, Lampof Manhood, SeminarEmissions, 8pennatorrhea,
PlOPU04111Mess, 8eif Distruet.Loss of Memory, de. Will'maks you a 8T80110,
ous Man. Pries 41.00.Boxes, 45.00.
Spook' Directions Mee
VMS each Sox.
 Address
bilard Cant Lithast
2019 Lupe. Mt.iirr.,,ousdkx
PA1NER's
HAIR BALSAM*i and lasai mina iht
motel a luratrisnt
11Lever rat', to B-
Nair to its Ylitt .• .
14>e 104
snap da:ab;
..'••••:717't tt- *
-
• ,
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'AEU ATTACK
1• 61 WINER
AND RUSSIAN VESSELS
WERE DISABLED. I
GENERAL ATTACK TODAY
Reported Desperate Effort
to Capture Port Arthur
Will Be Made.
(Cablegram.)
LONDON, March 1.—It is reported
•
that 116,000 Russians are at the Yalu
496
river. The czar is said to be desirous
to go to the Far East to maintain the
fighting traditions of his ancestors.
A dispatch from Kin Kow to a
London newspaper says that fifteen
Japanese warships bombarded Port
Arthur from 10 till 12 o'clock yester-
day morning. The report says the
Russian cruisers Novik and Askold
and a torpedo boat were badly dam-
aged, the Askold being in a sinking
condition. It is claimed that the
v;sailf,
1-111‘;i-N
1414*- 
itIERZRAL 1111BATAMM
JAPAN'S WAR MINISTER.
•
battleship Retvizan was again aam-
aged. Another report from Yin Kow
is to the effect that the Japanese fleet t
has received orders to capture Port
Arthur not later than March 1. The
report of a blockadge at Vladivostok .
ls not confirmed. but is stated that I
no word from that place has been
given out at St. Petersburg for more
than r week.
Fatal Accident.
Tyler Warfield and John Gorham,
negroes who were at the cinder dump
of the Helen Iron furnaces furnaces.
near Clarksville, loading ballast for
the T. C., between Hopkinsville and
Clarksville, were Monday engaged
in tampiog a blast, in which it is
said between 60 and 100 pounds of dy-
namite was used. Suddenly and
without the slightest warning there
was a tremendous report, and when
the onnoke lifted a horrible s•ght met
the gaze of the terrified survivors.
The head of One of the men was
ikkown completely frolo his body,
which Was otherwiseotiorribly mutil-
Nted. The body of the other wan was
)1wn in twain and was fright-
y disfigured. The accident creat-
X the greatest excitement amonge men.
After Vagrants.
A bill of importance has just been
introduced in the legislature. It is
known as the Alverson bill making
more stringent the law against va-
grancy. It is claimed that under
this bill the officers of the law will
be able to break up the loafing of
idle negroes and whites about depots
and other public places, which idle
gatherings so often result In crimes.
Alverson has succeeded in pass-
this bill it, the house.
- -..•••• 401
ifoilitt,sr Laborers.
Assrs. Eiland and A. D. Jones, of
Miss., are in the city for
of employing Colored Ili-
on cotton plantations.
Mrs. Marcum Accuses
Jim Hargis of Murder.
WINCHESTER, Ky., Feb. 29.—A
sensational suit has been filed here
by Mrs. Marcum, the widow of
Thomas Marcum, who was assassin-
ated at Jackson,againet Judge James
Hargis, Senator Alex. Hargis, Sher-
iff Ed Callahan, and Attorney B. F.
French for the death of her husband.
Mrs. Marcum alleges that defendants
censpired with Ciirtis Jett and Tom
White to kill her husband. Floyd
Byrd, former prosecuting attorney of
Breathitt district, is the attorney for
Mrs. Marcum.
ACCIDENT ON
L. Ca N. CROSSING
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
At the Clarksville pike crossing at noon a southbound freight train on
the Louisville & Nashville railroad ran into a team of mules hitched to a
wagon belonging to Mr. Sam McKee, of theBolivar neighborhood. The ne-
gro driver and a companion were not hurt, but one of the mules was killed
and the wagon was demolished.
- 
ONE IS KILLED;
ANOTHER DYING.
PRINCETON, Ky., March 1.—(Special.)—The Illinois Central fast
New Orleans train ran into three box cars at the depot here early this
Morning. George Tragg, the engineer was killed, Conductor McKinneyfatally injured, and Fireman Jones' leg was broken. None of the passen-
gers was hurt.
ithAilAthiaMk
Here is Your t
Opportunity
Will sell until March 1st
all of my winter dress goods
at actual cost. THIS IS NO
IDLE TALK, come and see.
All our gentlemen's, ladies
and children's underweiAr
AT COST. Cloaks at cost
and less than cost.
T. M. JONES.
Main St., Hopitinaville, Ky.
New line Carpets and Mattings
WPMMWMN'AMM PMRAM
Your
Credit is Good 
with us for anything in
FURNITURE CARPETS
MATTING and STOVES
AV*
Young man, come around and let us
sihow you how we can make you able tohouselieep or we can fit you up at thelosest of cash prices.
KEACH
FURNITURE CO.
Ninth Street, Near Main.
Monuments All Cemetery Workat Lowest Prices.
Tombstones Iron FencingMarkers qv 41. Until further notice I canbe found at. F A Yost & Co.. South Main Streetifeoibt 11 ritrolvvia.
-41Anahmihisrlitibritatimsah
1111000 WIPES OUT
BAD MORO BAND
DECISIVE BATTLE WITH
HASSAN'S MEN
OUR LOSS WAS SMALL
Fanatic Chief Succeeded in
Escape.—Outlaws are Be-
ing Pursued.
(Special to New Era.)
MANILA, March 1.—Gen. Wood
ports, under date of Feb. 16, an en-
gagement with the Cotta Moros, un-
der Hassan, on the island of Job.
Lieut. West and six privates wer*
Photo copyright, 1900, by Purdy, Boston.
GENEI:AL LEONARD WOOD.
wounded. One has since died. The
Moro loss was heavy. Hassan suc-
ceeded in making his escape. His or-
iginal force of 3,000 has now been re--
duced to fifteen. The island is now
under control of the American au-
thorities and influential Moms are
aiding in the pursuit of the outlaws.
The members of the constabulary
who revolted at Vigan are all in cus-
tody. The arms and ammunition
taken by them have been recovered
and troops have returned to their
station.
HYOMEI A RECORD
iBREAKER.
Novel Method of Curing Catarrh.
Sold on Approval by L. L.
Hopkinsville and
omei.
It is a scientific, yet common
sense method of treating and curing
this too common disease. It sends
by direct inhalation to every cell of
the air passages in the head, throat
and lungs, a balsamic air that de-
stroyes all catarrhal germs, purifies
the blood with additional ozone and
makes a complete and lasting cure
of any catarrhal trouble.
The complete outfit costs but $1,
and includes an inhaler, medicine
dropper and sufficient Hyomei for
several weeks treatment.
You take no risk in buying Hy-
omei. L. L. Elgin positively guar-
antees to refund your money unless
It cures. 3sth
The popularity and remarkable
sales of Hyomei have broken all
records. In nearly every city and
town in the country, this guaranteed
cure for catarrh has given most as-
tonishing results.
The Icading druggists are so en-
ttbusiastic over the remarkable per-
centage of cures following the use of
Hyornei, that with hardly an excep-
tion, they advertise to their custo-
mers that I-iyomei will be sold with
the understanding that it costs noth-
ing unless it cures.
In Hopkinsville L. L. Elgin is en
dorsing it and guaranteeing to re-
fund the money unless .H3 °mei
cures catarrh. Mr. Elgin has sold a
great many outfits, and today,
no other treatment for the cure
of catarrh has as many friends in
vicinity as Hy-
It Keeps the Feet Warm and
ar 
Dry.
Ask today:for Allen's Foot
-Ease, a
powder. It cures Chilblains, Swol-
At&I , Sweating, Sore, Aching, Damp-all druggist and shoe stnres,. 8114w
MALARIA
Germ Infected Air.
alaria is not confined exclusively to the swamps
and marshy regions of the country, but wherever there is
bad air this insidious foe to health is found. Poisonous
vapors and gases from sewers, and the musty air of damp
cellars are laden with the germs of this miserable disease,
which are breathed into the lungs and taken up by the
blood and transmitted to every part of the body. Then
you begin to feel out of sorts without ever suspecting the
cause. No energy or appetite, dull headaches, sleepy and
tired and completely fagged out from the slightest exer-
tion, are some of the deplorable effects of this enfeebling
malady. As the disease progresses and the blood becomes
more deeply poisoned, boils and abscesses and dark or
yellow spots appear upon the skin. When the poison isleft to ferment and the microbes and germs to multiply in
the blood, Liver and Kidney troubles and other serious complications oftenarise. As Malaria begins and develops in the blood, the treatment to beeffective must begin there too. S. S. S. destroysthe germs and poisons and purifies the pollutedblood, and under its tonic effect the debilitatedconstitution rapidry recuperates and the system issoon clear of all signs of this depressing disease.S. S. S. is a guaranteed purely vegetable remedy, mild, pleasant andharmless. Write us if you want medical advice or any special inform*.tion about your case. This will cost you nothing.
THE S NWT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
Are You Going to Build?
If So,
We are prepared to furnish you with all the
necessary hardware. including Door Locks,Hinges, Sliding Door Hangers, Nails, Etc
After Your House is Finished
You will need a You will also need a Goodgood hand
Saw.
We can furnish you
a good saw at from
60c to $3.
Our line of
Claw
Hammers
were never more
complete than now,
ranging in pricEa
from 40c to 85c.
Hatehet. We.can furnish you
a first class natchet for60c.Bet-
ter ones at 75c and 86c.
See our lines before buying elsewhere.
Planters Hardware Co,
(INCORPORATED.)
smsmmmssmmgnmm...m
e•. .. lf yon don't buy clothing from J. T. Wall & C).,y •don't buy clothing right. •
To Lovers
Of Fine Shoes
q*/
We havejust put
put on sale 600 pairs.
Edwin
Clapp's
Samples
Worth $6.00
For $3215!
Sizes 6, 6 1-2 and 7
B's Only.
11111S111%
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ONE YEAR FOR
HES L. YANCEY
MERCHANT SENTENC
TO PENItENTIARY.
PERSONAL.
(From Monday's Daily.)
1 Mr. R. E. Hook, of Cairo, is in the
' city.
Mr. Lucian Dade, of Louisville, is
in the city.
ED Dr. James A. Young is out after a
ten days' illness.
SPIRIT LINDLE AWAY.
Batch of Indictments Re-
turned By the Crand
Jury.--Court News.
(From Monday's Daily.)
The jury iu the case of P. L. Yan-
cey charged with snooting and
wounding with intent to kill, return-
ed a verdict Saturday afternoon of
guilty and fixed his punishment at
confinement in the penitentiary for
one year. Yancey:shot Tom Mobley
at Fairview some time ago. The men
had trouble in the afternoon when it
is claimed Yancey . was arrested by
Mobley, who was tbwn marshal, and
the officer beat his :prisoner. About
dark the men met at Yancey's store
when the difficulty was renewed a-d
Yancey shot Mobley with a shotgun,
Mobley returning the fire with his
pistol but not woun4ing his opponent.
J. B. Lindle was con-
victed of murder at adisonville and
as recently 
_
sentenced to serve twenty-one years
in the penitentiari, was brought
here last night at midnight and car-
ried to Eddyville this morning at
11:30 Over the Illinois Central. There
seemed to be considerable excite-
ment over the case St Madisonville
and efforts had beeni made to learn
when the prisoner wcitild be taken to
the penitentiary acid the officers
thought it best to miry him there at
once. Mr. Lindle shciws the fearful
strain which he has tilndergone, hav-
ing lost thirty poueds in weight
since the trial was begun. He feels
the sentence heavily and stoutly
maintains that he is iUnocent of the
murder.
The trial of Albert litishop,colored,
charged with the 4nurder of Ed
White, colored, at sToah's Spring
near the Tennessee iline last year,
was begun this morning.
;
The grand jury retutneci a batch of
fourteen indictments Saturday after-
noon. Charles Vinstin, colored, is
indicted twice for horse stealing;
'William L. Orten, for seduction;
Mack Johnson, colored, grand lar-
ceny. A bill was returned against
Joe Johnson charging ihim with as-
sault.. Chester Kay, !Webber Wat-
kins, colored, ate chargied with break-
ing into a warehouse. The same
character of offense is charged
against Will Bowles and Upshaw
Cheatham, colored. Robt. Bass,
Jas. Lewis and Jas. Jones, colored,
are charged with breaking into the
storehouse of David SiPith at Fruit
• Hill.
GOOD JOBS AN P HOMES
And Satisfactory *ages For
Colored PeOple.
Seventeen colored Peivie left Sat-
urday over the Illinois central rail-
road for:Itta Bena, Misi.,where they
have secured profitable lemploymen t
on the cotton plantatione. Good jobs
with satisfactory wages Are plentiful
there. Mr. Gauo Henri,
 will leave
Mr. Gill Edwards returned yester-
day from Hot Spribgs.
Mr. G. W. Sypert, of Madisonville,
was in the city Sunday.
Mr. W. T. Rutland, of Empire,
spent Sunday in the city.
Miss Bertie Hadden has returned
from a six weeks' visit to Russell-
ville.
Mrs. May Humphries has gone to
Louisville and Cincinnati on a busi-
ness trip.
Mr. Charles Thacker has returned
to Cincinnati after visiting his par-
ents here.
Miss Dorothy Adams has gone to
Nashville where she will visit for
some time.
Miss Bessie Conaty has returned
to Duquoin, Ill., after visiting Mrs.
John Byrnes.
Miss Maud Thompson left this
morning for Bowling Green where
she will visit relatives.
Mr. Ross Davis, of Bloomington,
Ill., is visiting the family of his
brother, Mr. L. H. Davis.
Mrs. Johnson and children, of
Cairo, III., are visiting the family of
Mr. J. W. Ford on East Thirteenth
street..
Mrs. Lillie Rieke-Burnett, of Pa-
ducah, is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
James E. Cooper on South Virginia
street.
Mr. Robert Fairleigh has resigned
.his position with the City Bank and
accepted a place as bookkeeper for
Tandy & Fairleigh.
Superintendent and Mrs. Milton
Board, of the Western asylum, and
Dr. and Mrs. C. B. Petrie united by
letter Sunday with the Methodist
church.
Mr. Frank A. Rodgers, an expert
launderer, recently returned from
Bombay, India, on his way home to
Los Angels, is visiting Mr. T. L.
Metcalfe.
Mr. Charles E. Oliver returned
Sunday from a prospecting trip in
Oklahoma. He will dispose of his
property here and return to the ter-
ritory to reside early in April.
Mr. E. M. Flack has returned from
Washington, D. C., where he appear-
ed before the ways an.d means com-
mittee in the interest of the tobacco
growers. Mr. Flack believes it is
likely that a bill removing the pres-
ent six cents tax will be passed by
the Louse at the present session.
Much interest in the movement to
secure relief for the farmers has
been aroused among the congress-
men.
(From Friday's Daily.)
F. L. Wilkinson,of Hopkins-.
ville, was here TueFday. 
....Miss Bettie Gant left Monday for
a visit to friends in Hopkinsville.
From there she goes to Pensacola,
to spend Keverat thulium( with
her brother, T. L. Gant.—Elkton
J. M. Rose and family have moved
to Hopkinsville to reside ...Mrs.
Thorne, of EillilieliCe, wife of Lieu-
tenant Governor Thorne, is visiting
tier (laughter, Mrs. Jams-s E. \Vaugh,
of this city.... Mrs. John B. Chiit,n,
of the asylum, was called to this city
Friday on accouut of the serious ill
ness of her mother, Mrs. J. M. Payne.
—Pembroke Journal.
Mr. W. W. Keeling and family
have moved to Nortonville to reside.
The little three-year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Mc ss,who has
been quite Ill, Is much better,
Misses Clayton and Lula Boales
and May Pyle are visiting the family
of Mr. Mills Tandy at Fairview.
•
Mr. James L. Long left this morn-
ing for Dawson to submit plans and
specifications for a new block of
buildings on the site of the recent
conflagration.
Saturday for Itta Beua With a large Mr. Ross Davis, of Bloomington,number of colored families. All who Ind., is :in the city, the guest of hiswish to go should see him at once. brother, Mr. Lucian H. Davis.
 - i 
Will Wells returned to Hopkne-Cives Health, Vigor and yule yesterday.—Madisonville HustTone. ; ler.
Herbine is a boon for stifferers from Mr. Milton Gant, of Owensboro, isaneamia. By its use he blood is in the city.quickly regenerated and the color
becomes normal. The drooping
strength is revived. The languor is
diminished. Health, vigor and tone
predominate. New life and happy
activity results. Mrs. Belle H. Shir-
e], Middlesborough, Ill., writes: "I sister, Mrs. P. C. Richardson.have been troubled with liver corn-
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bonte returnedplaint and poor blood, Bud I have
this morning to Louisville.found nothing to benefit me like
Herbine. I hope never to be without 
.EL C) ALIt. I have wished tf.i§4, I had known! Beers the The Kind You Have Always Bought
Mr. Otis Moorefield and sister,
Miss Beulah, et Cadiz, are visiting
In the city.
Miss Halite Trainurn, of Princeton,
Ind., will spend tomorrow with her
Ct in my husband' l• 'etime." 50c. signature
°f It44.1
d by Bay dt Fowleih.
CALL EXTENDED
BET. MR. SWEETS
BY MEMBERS OF 9TH .ST.
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
LOUISVILLE MINISTER.
At Own Request, Dr. Fogar-
tie's Name Was Not
Considered.
Following the usual morning ser-
vice at the Ninth Street Presbyterian
church, Sunday, which was conduct-
ed by the Rev. Dr. J. E. Fogartie, a
congregational meeting was held for
the purpcse o.f. calling a pastor. At
his own request, the name of Dr.
Fogartie, who has been the stated
supPly for some time,was not presen-
ted for consideration. It was decid-
ed by the unanimous vote of the
members present to extend a call to
the 'pastorate to the Rev. Henry M.
Sweets, pastor of Lee's Memorial
church in Louisville. A committeee
composed of Judge Ve T. Fowler,
Mr. J. B. Galbreath and Mr. J. E.
McPherson.was appointed to wait on
Mr. Sweets.
Beauty is born in the blood. Beauty
is more than "skin deep," it is blood
deep. When the blood is tainted
by disease the flesh will feel it and
the skin will show it. Sallow or
muddy complexion, pimples, erup-
tions and blotches are the only sur-
face signs of impure blood. Face
washes, lotions, complexion powders
may palliate the evils but they can
not cure the disease. The only cure
is to cleanse the blood of the poison-
ous matter which is the cause of the
outbreak in the flesh and skin. Im-
pure blood can be absolutely purified
by the use of Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery. Its effect on
flesh and skin is marked. Sores heal
and disappear. The skin becomes
smooth, and regains its natural color.
The eyes brighten and sparkle. the
whole body is radiant with the
brightness and beauty of health.
"Golden Medical Discovery" con-
tains no alcohol, whisky or other in-
toxicant, and is absolutely free from
opium, cocaine and other narcotics.
The use of Dr. Pierce's Plessant Pel-
lets, assists the action of the "Dis-
covery," by cleansing the system of
clogging matter.
WERE WOUNDED
BY A FUGITIVE.
(Special to New Era.)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Feb. 29—Ex-
Sheriff L.D.Boggs and C. T.Vaughan
were wounded today by Fred Coper-
ton, a fugitive charged with incendi-
arisin Copeiton was also wounded.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo gs
LtleiiS County.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath thathe is genior partner in the firm of F.J. Ch-ney & Co.. doing business inthe city of Toledo, county and state
aforesaid, and that said firm will paythe sum of One Hundred Dollars for
each and euery case of catarrh that3annot be cured by the use of Hall'sCatarrh Cure. Frank J. Cheney.Sworn to before me and subscribedin my presence, this 8th day of De-
netnher, A. D., 1888.
(Seal) A. W. Gleason,
Notary Public
Hall's Catarrh Cure :is taken iv.ternally and acts directly on theblood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. Cheney dc Co., Toledo, 0Sold by all druggists, 75c,
Takes Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
 p•-•-•41,
WHISKY TAX.
(Special to New Era)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. 29.—The
Kentucky Senate today passed the
bill placing a tax of 50 cents on each
barrel of rectified whisky.
Happy, Healthy Children.
Any child can take Little Early
Risers with perfect safety. They are
harmless, never gripe or sicken, and
yet they are so certain in results tts
robust constitutions requiring dras-
tic means are never disappointed.,
They cannot fail to perform th
mission and everyone who uses
Witt's Little Early Risers prefee
them to all other pills. They cure bil-
iousness. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
• • ...404. OM. agar •
"Takes Right Hold"
and helps back to
vigorous health.
A pleasant tonic
food, containing the
elements of num
trition in easily
digestible form.
Doctors have
long prescribed
it for inva-
lids, conva=
lescents and
weak or run=
down people.
Two sizes, 50 cts. and $1.00.
TBX WALTHER PEPTOMZED POET CO.,
Pittsbare, Ps.
S. K. C. BASEBALL
OUTLOOK FOR SPORT
NEVER ROSIER.
League Coach Secured and
.the Material Better than
Ever Before.
Probably never was the outlook
for good ball at S. K. C. so favorable
as now. Basket ball practice ceased
a weak ago and since that time the
boys of an athletic turn have been
discussing eagerly the prospects for
the baseball team. It is understood
that the Athletic associations are
going about the work of preparing
for the season in a more systematic
way than ever before. The services
of a coach of league experience have
been secured, and the work of lick-
ing the boys into shape will begin on
the 8th of March.
The material for a good team seems
better than ever before. Several of
the juninrs and seniors who made
good last year are still with the team
and some fresh men who come with
two or three years experience be-
hind them, make it pretty sure that
the 1904 team will be the best that
ever played on a local diamond,
Many games with first class colleges
and universities have been sched-
uled fur the home grounds.
No city of its size appreciates
clean baseball more highly thanHop-
kinsville and everybody recognizes
what South Kentucky college has
done, and is doing for Hopkinsville
and it is certain that the patronage
of the games the coming season will
be better than in any preceding year.
Mr. Head is still manager of the col-
lege athletics which fact itself will
assure every attention to the wants
of the public.
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The Name Witch Hazel.
The name Witch Hazel is much
abused. E. C. DeWitt cit Co., Chica-
go, are the inventors of the original
and only genuine Witch Hazel Salve.
A certain cure for Cuts, Burns,
Bruises, Eczema, Tetter, Piles, etc.
There are many counterfeits of this
salve, some of which are dangerous,
\•thile they are all worthless. In buy-
kng Witch Hazel Salve see that the
name E. C. DeWitt et Co., Chicago,
la on the box and a cure is certain.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
kodol Dyspepsia CUM)
Ingests what you eat.
Diltz's Birthday.
(From Monday's Daily.)
Today being Feb. 29, Hinson Penn
Diltz and probably some other Hop-
kinsville people are celebrating their
birthday for the first time in eight
years. Febrdary has only twenty-
eight days with exception of leap
'year and then it has twenty nine.
During 1900, the first year of the cen-
tury, there was no leap year, hence
people celebrating their birth anni-
versary today had their last birthday
February 29, 1896, just eight years
ago.
Colds Cause Pneumonia.
One of the most remarkable cases
of a cold, deep-seated on the lungs,
causing pneumonia, is that of Mrs.
Gertrude E. Fenner, Marion, Ind.,
who was entirely cured by the use of
One Minute Cough Cure. She says:
"The coughing and straining so
weakened me that I ran down in
weight from 140 to 92 pounds. I
tried a number of remedies to no
avail until I used One Minute Cough
Cure. Four bottles of this wonder-
ful remedy cured me entirely of the
eough, strengthened my lungs and
restored me to my normal weight,
health and strength." Sold by R.
C. Hardwick.
Way Down East.
Few plays have so graphically re-
produced the homely phases of New
England life as "Way Down East,"
which comes to the opera house on
Marin 18. The story, which. is one
of genuine heart interest, is told aim-
plrand naturally, and there is an
abundant of relishable humor by
way of contrast to the pathos of the
main theme. The characters are
capitally drawn and ate so well play-
ed by Manager Brady's well selected
company that they might, so far as
appearance is concerned, have step-
ped direct from the farm to the
stage.
Invaluable for Rheumatism.
I have been suffering for the past
few years with a severe attack of
rheumatism and found that Ballard's
Snow Liniment was the only thing
that gave me satisfaction and tended
to alleviate my pains. March 24, 1902,
John C. Degnan, Kinsman, Ills. 25c,50c and $1 00. Sold by Ray & Fowler.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
Signature of
DeWitt's1V2 Salve
For Piles, Burns, Sort' I.
•••••616111411-..
NEWS BOILED DOWN
Nothing has been heard of Guy
Deane„the Owensboro coal operator,
who disappeared ten days ago.
Jack Monroe knocked Tom Sharky
out in six rounds at Philadelphia.
Sydney Sladaen, of Louisville,'
statesnanager of Pacific Mutual In-
surance Co., who is on a bridal trip
in Europe, is $4,000 short in his ac-
counts.
Fire destroyed the state capitol at
Madison, Wis. Loss is $800,000,
with little insurance.
Cured Consumption.
Mrs. B. W. Evans, Charwater,
Kan., writes: "My husband lay sick
for three months and the eoctors said
he had quick consumption. We pro-
cured a bottle of Ballard's Horehound
Syrup, and it cured him. That was
six years ago and since then we have
always kept a bottle in the house.
We cannot do without it. For coughs
and colds it hag no equal." • 25c, 50c
and $1.00. Sold by Ray et Fowler.
CALL TO PEMBROKE.
OWENTON, Ky., Feb. 29.—The
Rev. W. E. Mitchell, who has been
pastor of the Baptist church here for
five years, surprised his congregation
by announcing his resignation. He
has received a call to the Pembroke
church in Christian county,
Working Overtime.
Eight hour law. are ignored by,
those tireless, little workers—I)t
King's New Life Pills. Millions a;
always at work, night and day, elk
ing Indigestion, Biliousness, 001210.1
pation, Sick Headache and all Stom-
ach, Liver and Bowel troubles. Easy
pleasant, safe, sure. Only 25c at L.
L. Elgin, Cook & Higgins drug store.
Davenport-Schoppert.
The marriage of Mr. William
Henry Davenport and Miss Ethel
Ivory Schoppert will be solemnized
at the bride's home near Crofton to-
morrow afternoon. Rev. H. C.
Beckett, of the Universalist church,
will officiate. The contracting par-
ties are prominent throughout their
section.
ravorite Remedy for Babief
Its pleasant taste and nrompt cuts,
have made Chamberl 'n's °nutRemedy a favorite with
of small children. It quickly c ,
their coughs and colds and provel
any danger of pneumonia or r_
serious consequences It r•
cures croup, but when giv.
as the croupy cough air
vent the attack. Fr
Elgin.
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•KILLED BY TRAIN
SAD FATE OF A CASKY
YOUTH
He Was Visiting In Cave
City When the Accident
Occurred.
Wood Sanders, a young man about
twenty years of age, was struck by
passenger train No. 1, southbouad,
at Cave City, Sunday midnight and
instantly killed.
Young Sanders' home was at
Casky, Ky., and he was visiting his
brother, John D. Sanders, at Cave
City, at the time of his death.
Sunday, in company with eeveral
of his friends, Sanders went to Bow-
ling Green to spend the day, return-
ing to Cave City on a freight train
which reached there shortly before
midnight. Just as the freight train
came to a standstill on the siding No.
1 passenger train came flying by at a
speed of fifty miles an hour. Sanders
stepped off th 3 freight train onto the
track in front of the fast passenger
train, and was struck by the pilot
with full force. His body was hurled
fifty feet through the air, and struck
the ground a mass of shapeless flesh,
almost every bone being broken.
The remains were taken to Casky
for burial.—Glasgow Times.
To Cure a Cold in One Day.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tab;
lets. All druggists refund 'the money
if it fails to cure. E. W. Grove's sig-
nature is on each box. 26e.
odd
Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
This preparation contains all of tho
digestants and digeste all kinds of
food. It gives i nstant relief and never
fails to cure It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation of gas on the stom-
ach, relieving all distress after eating.
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take.
It can't help
but do you good
Prepared only by E. C. Mt W rrr & 00.. C
The $1. bottle contains 2% times the 5014Zeih
gold by R. C Hardwick
DEAR
t -
DELAYS!
Don't wait until you
get time to attend to
your teeth.
TaKe time.
The time is now.
The expense and
bother will be much
less now than next
year or next month.
A good set of teeth
$5.00.
Painless extracting,
25 cents.
Louisville
Data!
Parlors
Summers Building, next to Court
House, Hopkinsville,Ky. Tel. 168-3
We promptly obtain U.S. and Foreign
PATENTS
Send model, sketch or photo of invention kw
free report on tentability. For free book,
Patents and I
How Secure RADE—MAR S wrbi3
CASNOVict
.:PatisirE :ircarE
wv
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FRECKLES POSITIVELY REMOVED
PIMPLES GUARANTEED TO DISAPPEAR
"="cro.. 7.7se
SATINOLA
it 2Bea-Lin.ties
SATINOLA
 is a new discovery, guaranteed and money refunded where it
fails to remove Freckles, Livei. Spots, Pimples, Blackheads, Tan or Sallowness,
and all discolorations (except 13i.rthmarks), no matter how long standing. It
produces a fresh, clear, child-like complexion. Price 50 cents.
L. L.
WOODBURN, Ky., January 8, 1904.
NATIONAL TOILET CO.. Paris, Tenn.
Gentlemen: I have tried almost every kind of cream for the complexion,
but have never found anything that comes up to SATINOLA. It is the finest
preparation to clear the complexion I have ever seen, and, indeed, does every-
thing you claim. I feel like now, after using it, that I cannot do without it,and
cannot say enough in its praise. Very Respectfully,
MRS. F. M. WILKERSON.
SOLD BY
ELGIN THOMAS & TRAMERN
and COOK & HIGGINS.
National Toilet Co., = Paris, Tenn.
TWENTY-NINTH ANNUAL STATEMENT
PROVIDENT SAVINGS LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
346-348 Broadway, New Yorli.
EDWARD W. SCOTT, President.
JANUARY
Assets.
UniPaci States Municipal and Railroad
.onds and Stocks. 
 
$795,096.89
Bon( a and Mortgages (first liens) 
 583,126.44
Real Estate 
 
 2,200,000.00
Loans to Policyholders on their policies
as security (reserve value thereof—
$2,860,000) 
 
2,309,213.69
Cash in banks and Trust Companies at
Interest 
 
433,967.45
Quarterly and Semi-Annual Premiums
(Deferred) not yet due, Reserve
charged in Liabilities (Net) 
 217,324.00
Loans Secured by Collateral 
 68,600.00
Premiums in Transit, Reserve charged
in Liabilities (Net) 
 328,618.00
Accrued interest, rents and other assets 884,403.30
$7,310,138.77
I, 1904.
Liabilities.
Reserve Fund for Policyholders (as per
Certificate of New York Insurance
Department $6,011,423.00
All other Liabilities 
 
 267,716.73
$6,279,139.73
Surplus as regard Policyholders I /030,999.04
$7,310,138.77
Income'.
Premiums 
 
$3,646,220.86
Interest, Rents, etc 668.861.05
$4,205,)81.91
Disbursements.
Total Payments $3,353,668.13
Including Death Claims,
Matured Endowments,
and Annuities $1,382,230.08
Surrender Values 
 236,970.61
Dividends abet all other
payments to policyholders 145,889.39
Excess income over disbursements 
 851,413.78
$4,208,081.91
New York, January 20th, 1904,We, the undersigned, a Committee elected bY the Beard of Directors of the Provident Savings Life Assurance Society,do hereby certify that we have in person carefullty counted and examined, in detail, the assets of the Society, and that theforegoing statement thereof is true and ccrrect. P. C. Lounsburv
Wm. T. Gilbert 5Comrnittee
Chas W
Assurance in Force $105,138,035.00
Returned to Polii.,,holders since organ-
ization and now held for their benefit, over.$3o,000,000.00
Death claims due and unpaid--NONE.
RECORD FOR 1903
Assurance Written, $42,000,000.00
Increases Shown In
Payments to Policyholders; Income; Assets; Surplus;
Assurance Written; Assurance in Force;
The amount paid to Policyholders was at the rate of $963.66
For every working hour of every business day THROUGHOUT THE YEAR.
State of New York Insurance Department.
Albany, January 16, 1904.I, Francis Hendricks, Superintendent of Insurance of the State of New York, do hereby certifythat the Provident Savings Life Assurance Society of the city of New York. in the state of New York,is duly authorized to transact the business of Life Insurance in this state.
I further certify that in accordance with the provisions of Section eighty-four of the Insurance lawof the state of New York, I have caused the policy obligations of the said company, outstanding on the31st day of December, 1903, to be valued as per the Combined Experience Table of Mortality at four percent. interest, and the American Experience Table of Mortality at three and one-helf per cent interest,and I find the net value thereof on the said day to be Six Million, Eleven Thousand, Four Hundred andTwenty-Three Dollars, as follows:
Net value of Policies, Additions, Annuities $6,018,914
Less net value orPolicies reineured 
 7,491
" In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my Ana and caused $6,011,423
• nly official seal to be affixed, at the City of Albany ,the day
And year first above written. FRANCIS HENDRICKS,a AI.] Superintendent of Insurance,
A • C. WALKER, Agent,General Hopkinsville Ky
Office in Planters lianK t Trust Co. Building.
ot,
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NEW PARTY ROLES
LECISLATURE HAS HAND
IN THE COVERNINC.
Sections Added to the Polit-
ical Primary Laws By
the House.
The following sections are added
to the political primary laws of Ken-
tucky by the house of representa-
tives:
"That no nomination of a candidate
Of any political party for an office
created by oi unler the laws of this
state to be filled by election of the
people shall be made prior to the first
day of September of the year preced-
ing the year in which such election
is to be held. The provisions of this
section shall apply to the nomination
of candidates for representative and
senator in the general assembly, ex-
cept in case of a special election to
fill a vacancy therein.
"No nomination of a candidate of
any political party for an office crea-
ted by or under the laws of this state,
to be filled by election of the people
in the regular annual election in No-
vember, shall be made later than the
1st day of September of the year in
which such election is held, except
to fill a vacancy occurring after an
original nomination; Provided, That
where a vacancy occurs in a public
office three months before the suc-
ceeding annual election, nomination
of candidates to fill such vacancy
may be made not later than the first
day of October preceeding such elec-
tion.
"Whenever any committeeman or
ether officer of a party organization
becomes a candidate for an office or
a candidate for the nomination of any
party for an office, the same shall
operate to vacate hie official position
in the primary organization.
"Every political party in the state
that casts two per cent of the total
vote of the state at the last general
election shall file in the office of the
secretary of state on or before the 1st
day of July, 1904, a certified copy of
all general rules and regulations gov-
erning such political party, and the
same shall be deemed a public rec-
ord. And all additions, amendments
or changes in such rules or regulation
shall likewise be filed in the office of
the secretary of state within fifteen
days after the adoption of such addi-
tions, amendments or changes. It
shall be the duty of the principal
officers of each polical party to cer-
tify and file a copy of such rules and
regulations as provided herein, and
any such officer or person who shall
fail so to certify and file such copy
shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor and upon conviction shall be
filed not less than $25 nor more than
$100; and each day they shall so fail
to file a certified copy of such rules
and reguletions shall be deemed a
separate oaense."
Wanted at Pembroke.
The sheriff of Simpson county
brought Glover Dunn, colored, here
this morning and placed him in jail
on a charge of petit larceny. Dunn
is wanted at Pembroke where he is
aharged with having thoughtlessly
walked off with an overcoat belong-
ing to another party.
- - —
Church Organ.
J. D. McPherson has just made a
deal with the Ninth Street Presbyte-
rian church at Hopkinsville to fur-
nish them a $2,509 pipe organ, hav-
ing 365 speaking pipes. The organ is
from George Kilgen & Son, St. Louis.
—Madisonville Hustler.
Sells His Tobacco.
Mr. S. H. Ward, of the Bell vicini-1%
. has sold his crop of 70,000 pounds
tobacco to the Regis buyers, and
has delivered about 40,000 pounds in
this city. Mr. Ward says he re-
ceived satisfactory prices, and he be-
lieves that the buyers are not alto-
gether to blame for the present situ-
ation.
11 ER km)
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A AG Cr.GDY rOPt DIAtrAses or Tole
rtiONCY3 &1,./A.ALANY ort0AN3
IS HEALTH WORM
$1.00 TO YOU 7
If It is, and yon are cue el the
countless sufferers with liver or
kidney troubles, the way to health is
open to you in Dr. J.H eLettn's
Liver und Kidney Balm. It has
brought health and renewed hope to
despairing thousands—it will to you.
Headache, Constipation, Dizziness,
Pain in the Back—Chill, and Hot
Flashes—Sweiling of the Hands and
Feet. Don't pass them by lightly,
they are indications of dread dis-
ease—liver and kidney troubles.
Don't wait until you are beyond
help—say, your life n.ov; to-day.
A bottle of Dr. J. H. Mc Lean 's
Liver and Kidney Balm
.04.1 rour Druggist's
If he doesn't keep it. send us g1.00
and his name, and we will express
von a bottle — charges prepaid.
Write for booklet, "Sound Sense"
HIE DR. J. N. McLEAN MEDICINE CO.
St. Logs. Mo.
-
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SOLD BY TOWN ormi
T. D. Armstead . Hopkinsville
R. C. Hardwick Hopkinsville
Croft ft Brasher
Wood Bros 
Leroy P. Miller 
 
Crofton
Pembroke
Pembroke
OLD-FASHIONED
Ways of Making Cornbread
Are Described.
An old citizen of Marshall county,
writing,to the Benton Tribune-Dem-
ocrat says:
I was thinking some of your young
readers would be amused to see in
print the way mothers fed their chil-
dren 75. years ago.
I will tell them the way my moth-
er fed me. There was no such thing
as a stove known then, and the cook-
ing was done in the open fireplace.
My mother had two ovens, one skil-
let and a pot. She baked four kinds
of cornbread, pone bread baked in
the large oven, hoe cake baked in the
skillet, johnny cake baked on a
smooth board in front of the fire,and
ash cake baked on the hearth. The
hearth was swept clean and the
dough spread out on it, and then cov-
ered entirely with hot ashes and fire
and let remein until baked; it was
then taken out and brushed off and
then ready for eating, and it was
good.
To bake the johnny cake, dough
was spread on a sn ooth board, espe-
cially prepared for this purpose, and
placed before the fire till one side
was brown, then it was turned and
the other side browned; this was the
best bread we had. To make the
hoe cake the dough was made very
thin and spread thin on the skillet,
and when the underside was brown-
ed it was turned over and the other
side was cooked.
My mother always had a supply of
cold cornbread on hand, and in win-
ter she would fry the meat in the ov-
en, then pour water into the oven
•
with the gravy, and take the cold
bread and break it into small pieces
and stir it into the over the oven and
that would make a soup that was
called "souple-goosle." This was a
dish much relished by children.
Coffee was a luxury used only by
the old folks Sunday morning. I
think the young folks were healthier
and stouter than they are today.
----.01111•1••-•
Administrators Named.
The widow of the late W. T. Bonte
having waived her right to act as
administratrix of the estate, the
Planters Bank & Trust company was
appointed by the county Judge as
administrator.
Mr. W. A. P'Pool has been ap-
pointed administrator of the late J.
M. P'Pool, and qualified with J. L.
P'Pool as surety.
Mr. Bronaugh's Will.
(From Saturday's Daily)
The will of the late D. A. Bronaugh
of Pembroke, was admitted to pro-
bate yesterday afternoon. The wid-
ow, Mrs. Cladouia Bronaugh, was
named in the instrument as executrix
but at her request Mr. John H. Pen-
dleton was named as administor,she
signing his bond.
••.
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INVOLUNTARY
MANSLAUGHTER.
After Deliberating Two Days Jury Returns
a Verdict In Bishop Case, Fining
Him $400.00.
•
(From Thursday's Daily.)
The jury in the case of Albert
Bishop, charged with willful murder
of Ed White last September, return-
ed a verdict of guilty of involuntary
manslaughter this morning and fixed
his punishment at a fine of$400 which
if not paid he is to work out. Bishop
entered a plea of gnilty to the charge
of involuntary manslaughter,
claiming to have shot White acci-
dently as he was replacing his pistol
in his pocket. The jury was out
over two days, five of them holding
out for a penitentiary sentence,
while others wanted the fine various-
ly placed from $260 to $1,000, finally
compromising on $400.
The charge against Bishop is will-
ful murder. According to the testi-
mony, at a negro gathering at Noah's
Spring last year, Bishop was drunk
and, as was his practice when in this
condition, he gave his money to Ed
White to keep for him. Afterward
he wanted the money and going to
White asked for it but the latter re-
fused to give it up and Bishop shot
him. Bishop claims that the fatal
shot was fired accidcntly as be was
putting the pistol back in his pocket.
DIED OF SMALLPDX.
(Special to New Era.) (,From Thursday's Daily.)
MADISON VILLE, Ky., March 3.
Mr. L. M. Armstrong leaves today
—Mr. Fred Haynes, an old and high- for Louisville on a business trip.ly respected gentleman of this city,
Mr. Robert J. Johnson, of the Lou-died of smallpox yesterday morning.
isville & Nashville railroad's specialThe attack of smallpox was very service, is in the city on business.
mild, but he was old and in a bad
Miss Lee Overshiner has returned
state of health. from an extended visit to her sister,
The smallpox situation in this city Mrs. Mattie Davis, at San Fernan-
is by no means alaraiing, and every dina, Fla.
precaution is being tilliken to prevent Mrs. Miriam Martin, who has been
Its spread. There are several cases quite ill, is better.
here, but every casei is being care- Miss Elizabeth Pusey, of Louis•
fully guarded. ville, has arrived to resume her posi-
 tion as trimmer for Mrs. E. Keegan.
Lool=1. 
over care-
fully, you
*ill find
Overy ker-
tilel perfect.
7:i3 famous
cofThe is carefully selected
from private Plantations
having established world-
fame rcputatioks for pro.
ducing the Choicest
berries. Is it !a wonder,
therefore, that
Chase & Sanborn's
Seal Brand Coffee
never fails to give the
most absolute satisfac-
tion? Their seal and sig-
nature on each pound and
two-pound can in which
it comes is a iguarantee
of perfection.
W T Cooper
& COMPANY
Wholesale & Retail Grocers
Red Front Phone 1t6
Always
Thie Best
.0 AP' aiP
Gold Standard,
Belvedere Perfecto
Single:Standard
dd
Five Cent
cigars
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
M. Walter Radford, of Pembroke,
is in the city.
Miss Berta Green has returned
from Indianapolis, Ind.
Misses Westwood and Rosalie
Green have returned from visiting in
Frankfort and Louisville.
Meesrs. Fletcher Camybell and
Ben Winfree, of Evansville, are in
the city.
Judge William H. Yost, of Green-
ville, is in the city.
Mr. Tom McNeill, of Clarksdale,
Miss., is visiting his sister, Mrs. J.
Garland Cooper.
Mr. Baylor Hickman, of Louis-
ville, is in the city.
Mr. A. P. Crockett left yesterday
for Oklahoma City where he will
make his home.
The Rev. Dr. Charles Harris Nash
has returned from Atlanta, Ga., and
will conduct prayer meeting tonight.
Miss Ella Blurnensteil left for the
East Saturday mort.ing.
Mr. M. J. Foley has returned to
Milwaukee alter visiting his sister,
Mrs. Annie Norton and cousin, Ellen
A.. Foley.
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Walker are vis-
iting in Owensboro.
MAJIIINNE1
Prominent Cadiz Citizen Dy-
ing.—Judge Kelly Better.
( From Thursday's Dail y.1
Major Mat McKinney, one of the
best known and most prominent men
of this section, is lying at the point
of death at the home of his son-in-
law, Judge G. W. Bingham,in Cadiz.
He suffered a severe attack of grip
about .ten days ago which developed
into pneumonia and his physicians
say that be can hardly survive the
day.
Another of Cadiz' prominent cid;
zens has been seriously ill but is now
recovering. Judge J. E. Kelly, for
many yeals one of the leading law-
yers of the Cadiz bar, had a blood
vessel to burst in his brain and it was
thought for a time that he could not
recover. However, his condition is
much improved.
Soldiers' Paper.
Articles of incorporation were filed
in the county court this morning by
"Militiaman Publishing company."
The company will publish the "Mili-
tiaman," devoted to the interests of
the Kentucky state guard and do a
general publishing business. The in-
corporators are all officers of the
We heeler Guards, of this city.—Padu-
cab News-Democrat.
. 41;4_
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THE WAR.
(Cablegram.)
LONDON, March 3.—A St. Peters-
burg despatoh states that the Japan-
WEATHER, CUN8 ANDese fleet has disappeared from Port
Arthur. Where it is at present is
unknown and an attack at some oth-
er point is expected.
A report received at Shanghai, os- There will be a scarcity of quail
tensibly from an official source at next season in Kentucky. The unu-
Tokio, says the Japanese have taken sual winter is the principal cause of1
 
possession of the Russian telegraph the unexpected scarcety, although
line to Vladivostok, thus cutting off the slanghter of quail out of season
that place from the outside world, has played its part.
Information also comes from the There has been shipped from Ken-
same quarter that a considerable sec- tucky 50,000 quail, most of the birds
tion of the Transsiberian railway has having been trapped. The whole-
been destroyed. There is no war sale slaughter is in itself enough to
movement at Port Arthur, according almost extinguish any kind of game,
to adviees received, but added to it is the protracted cold
weather. There has been muchMore Riots.
Disturbances of strikers are not snow. , and as the snow fell it froze,
I
nearly as grave as an individual dig- leaving the ground covered with ice
order of the system. Overwork, loss that the quail could not penetrate.1
of sleep, nervous tension will be fol- They have neithee shelter nor food, '
lowed by utter collapse, unless a re- and thousands froze and starved toliable remedy is immediately em-
ployed. There's nothing so efficient death. Had the birds been able to --IP
--Api
to cure the disorders of the Liver or secure something to eat they could
Kidneys as Electric Bitters. It's a have survived the weather, as food
wonderful tonic, and effective Der- is also fuel sufficient to keep the ,
vine and the greatest of all around
mealcines for run down systems. It 
birds warm enough to weather even *
dispels Nervousness, Rheumatism zero temperature. I
i
and Neuralgia and expels Malaria
QUAIL ARE SCARCE
TRAPS RESPONSIBLE.
?
igerms. Only 50c, and satisfaction Tragedy Averted.
guaranteed by L. L. Elgin, Cook & "Just in the nick of time our little PCN i V MWA MM WiR N ViRHiggins Druggist. boy was saved" writes Mrs. W. Wat- ! _
kins, of Pleasant City, Ohio. "Pneu-
monia had played sad havoc withTOUCHING LETTER. him and a terrible cough set in be-SET FIRE TO HISsides. Doctors treated him, but be 
grew worse every day. At length 1
we tried Dr. King's New Discovery; OWN DWELLING. i'for Consumption, ani our darling !
C EN. LEE SAYS CAUSE was saved. He's now sound, and !
CAN NEVER DIE. 
well." Everybody out to know, it's
the °sly sure cure for Coughs, Colds On the evidence secured by former Policeman Nixon, John Poindex-and all lung diseases. Guaranteed
ter. colored, has been arrested and placed in jail charged with arson. Poin-
. 
by L: L. Elgin, Cook & Higgins
dexter's house was recently burned and it is now charged that he set theGen. Stephen D. Lee, who succeed- 
Druggist. Price 50c and $1.00. Trial
bottles free. building on fire in order to get the insurance. He claimed at the time that
ed Gen. Gordon as commander-in- 
-- he had $240 in nioney which was stolen from him and the house set on fire
chief of the United Confederate Vet- 
°1]t. Early Risers by the thieves in ordPr to hide their work.
mous Kee OM& lisoerans, has issued a very touching . The1 
letter to the members of the U. C. V.
camps over the country. 000.00000000000.0.0000000The New Era is in receipt of the
following commvnication from Gen.
Lee which is addressed to all mem-
III
:410hers of the U. C. V. camps:
My Dear Comrades: The death of I 
0
our almost idolized commander, so
1110 
•eminently fitted for the place by his
splendid war record, his oratory and • 41111,
his winning magnetism, has imposed
• • t%e.a difficult task upon me, his success-
or, in keeping up our oiganization; III III
doubly difficult without your contin- III I..IIIuing to me the same tender feeling,
love and esteem which you bestowed • 
•
upon him in such heaped-up measure. 0 •No living Confederate can till his III IIIplace as he filled it.
In obedience to nature's laws, in III •
III Men W ho Are 0 ,the thirty-nine years since we laiddown our arms, our great generals
and many of the rank and file who 4111 IIIfollowed them, have crossed over the
river, and the survivors are but a
remnant of the most valiant army 
IIII Particillar About 
0
0
 
f
0 that ever contended against mighty
odds and untold resources. We are • ID
can almost hear the roaring of the: Be iii Wg ell Dressed Pi
-
so near the river ourselves that we
waters.
so. III
o 
ommander has fal 1« n, but his
: III
cause for which we tolled and the Are enthusiastic about the springprinciples for which we fought still
live—can never die. Let us—as we style in Derby Hats. In New York IIIdid in the heroic days ox into. uo 1866,
when our leaders fell in battle and : YOUNG'S HATS lead all the rest IDour commands were thinned by shot
and shell—close up our ranks and 
III
11111 and are recognized as being as goodstep forward; perpetuate our great
fraternal organization; and have our III as the best and better than some III ,,f0111 IIII ,sons and daughters step into ourplaces as we vacate them, and con-
tinue to vindicate the integrity of III III
111 IIIonr lives and the ends for which we ANDERSON'S—the only store incontended.
The proudest part of my life is the III town where these hats are sold==-
III •
remembrance that I was a Confede-
rate soldier. I love the name and now has a fine assortment of pro=
all who bore it. Our constitution
• • f
III IIIand by-laws have made me your portions of brims and crowns at commander until one is elected at
our next reunion. I yearn for a por-
tion of that tender regard and confl-
Let us be true, even to the end. 1111 • 11Fraternally,
STEPHEN D. LEE.
stable Monday, March 7tli for the
Green will be at Layne & Moseley's
The veterinary surgeon of Bowling
.: J. H. Anderson & Col.;___,................ S s 4,Dr. John Cray,
III I Fpurpose of treating horses. dltwlt
I Now Spring Goods
On Display at T. M. Jones
Beautiful Stock of
New Spring Dress Goods!
• Buy Now for Easter.
Handsome White Waistings,
Exquisite line of Fancy Cotton Suitings
for Shirt Waist Suits.
New Goods Arriving Daily ,
Now Carpets, New Mattings,
New Linoleums,
Always the best and newest the
market affords at
T. M. JONES.
Main St., HopKinsville, Ky.
A medicine for all the family,
Dr. Thacher's Liver and Blood Syrup I 0.0.0000001101100000000000
• LI
